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Professors spof inflationary fires
By Mark DodMk
Staff Reporter
It won't be 1929 all over again, but
several University economics
professors do not see President Ford's
fiscal policies turning the economy
back on the upswing within the next
year.
"I don't think any of his I Ford's) talk
of Whip Inflation Now (WIN) is going
to have any effect.'' said Dr Peter M.
Hutchinson. assistant professor of
economics.
"Ford's exhortations about
restraining personal spending is the
last thing people think of when in the
marketplace. Dr
Hutchinson
continued

According to the Consumer Price
Index, a 12 4 per cent rate of inflation
existed from September of 1973 to
September of 1974
Unless wage-price controls are
reimposed and a restrictive monetary
policy is followed by the Federal
Reserve Commission. Dr. Navin said
the Ford administration will "continue
to fan the fires of inflation."
Dr Navin added that "if we were not
experiencing such a high rate of
unemployment, the rate of inflation
would probably be even higher than it
is now."
The nation will continue to have a
relatively high rate of unemployment
for the next 12 to 18 months. Dr Navin
predicted

current six per cent level
"Ford is attacking inflation, and so
long as that is his major concern. I
think you'll see the unemployment
situation get worse." Dr Haas said
"Unemployment is a nasty
problem." agreed Dr Lucile S.
Thompson, assistant professor of
economics.
But she said she believes inflation is
starting toreceed
"Prices on a large number of things
are already coming down, except for
food, which you can't tell until the next
crop year." said Dr Thompson
"Housewives just have not been
buying. Therefore prices have come
down." she continued

DEPARTMENT CHAIRMAN Dr
Leo J Navin said Ford has presented
"no way to effectively control
inflation."

DR. PAUL F. Haas, associate
professor of economics, said he also
anticipates the increasing
unemployment rate to rise above its

DR. THOMPSON said Sears.
Roebuck and Co . the nation's largest
retailer, is cutting many of its prices
back according to its latest mail order
catalog
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Dr Navin said he advocated
imposition of a gasoline tax to reduce
the country's oil consumption
The search for new energy forms
could stimulate the economy and
reduce the outflow of U.S. dollars for
foreign fuels. Dr. Navin explained
"If Detroit could respond to the
energy crisis and change its engines
from internal combustion to electricity
or steam, sales would boom and the
picture could become verv rosy." he
said
But Dr Haas said he did not foresee
the car manufacturers making such a
conversion
"If the auto industry is convinced it
is jusl a temporary tax. I would tend to
think they would not change." he said.
Dr Hutchinson agreed, saying. "You
won't get the aulo industry to change
the product they've been selling at
such a high profit for so long
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Calendar option rejected
By Rote Hume
Managlag Editor
The early in early out calendar
suffered a one-vote defeat yesterday at
the Academic Council meeting.
The 8-7 roll call tally followed a
discussion centering around the
difficulties of an early-in quarter
system and employment opportunities
The defeated calendar option called
for a Sept 8 starting date. Fall quarter
would have ended Nov 21. and winter
quarter would have begun Dec 1.
Christmas recess would have begun
Dec 19-afler three weeks of the
quarter were finished-and classes
would have resumed Jan. 5 Spring
term would tu\ye begun March 8_wlth
the session ending May 20''
Summer session would begin June 14
and end Aug. 20.
Council members again expressed
doubts about the split quarter. Dr.
Jerry Strelchler. chairman of the
industrial education and technology
department, said. "There is as much
evidence for the split as there is

Save The News recycling

helps Environmental Studies
It's that time of year again Symptoms are popping up all over
campus.
You can find them in dormitories, in offices and in the Union. They're
under beds, stashed in closets and stuffed into obscure corners.
Christmas presents? No. just stacks of newspapers awaiting the Save
The News drive.
They don't have to wait much longer This Saturday between noon-4
p.m. they can be carried to the rear of Moseley Hall, where a truck will
be waiting to carry them away.
The papers will be used to make insulation for housing All
newspapers are welcome, but the insulation company cannot acccept
glossy magazines, computer printouts or other heavy paper because its
machinery cannot break down the heavy paper fiber
The profits from the Save The News drive will again be donated to the
Environmental Studies Center, where students and faculty work
together to further understand ecology.
So if your room, apartment or office is jammed with newsprint of old.
bring it all to Save The News. Pickup arrangements can be made by
calling Chuck Eckstein at the News office. 372-2003
See you there

against it."
Dr. Strelchler. who chaired a
committee on calendars several years
ago, said the Thanksgiving break is a
crucial split.
HE SAID although the break is
technically for three days, "It becomes
a full week as attendance on Monday
and Tuesday peters out."
Some Council members said they
would rather hold out on the early
quarter calendar for an early semester
calendar But Provost Kenneth W.
Rothe. chairman of Academic Council,
said chances of getting a semester
calendar approved by the Board of
Regents were about "one in a
thousand."
Dr Karl M. Schurr. professor of
biology, reiterated his argument that
sacrificing even a single student who
cannot finance his education because
he can't find a job is tragic.
Student Government Association
i SGA i President Douglas G Bugie told
Council that SGA felt the split in winter
quarter would not be detrimental. "I

just can't see this as hurting the
undergraduates at all." he said.
BUGIE AND SGA Coordinator of
Academic Affairs Richard A. Morrow
left the meeting as soon as the (ally
was announced to attend a meeting
with city officials.
However, an uncertainty was raised
about whether one or two graduate
students should have voted Both
graduate students voted against the
early calendar.
Conflicting memos on the number of
graduate students who should sit on
Council apparently had been
circulated. Graduate Student Senate is
seeking a clarification from University
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.
If the decision is that only one
graduate student may vote, one of the
votes will be stricken, making the total
7-7. However, Dr. Rothe said a tie vote
constitutes a defeat.
Council then approved a calendar

similar to the present one It calls for a
Sept. 23 starting date. Winter quarter
will begin Jan. 5 and spring quarter
will start March 29 Spring classes will
end June II and summer session will
start June 17.
In other action. Council approved a
criminal justice program proposed by
the College of Health and Community
Services. The curriculum, focusing on
law enforcement and corrections, will
call for cooperation with Michael J.
Owens Technical College and the
University of Toledo.
The program must be approved by
both the Board of Trustees and the
Board of Regents before it can be
enacted
Two program proposals also were
presented to Council for a vole at a
later date. The College of Health and
Community Services proposed a
gerontology program and the library
and educational media department
proposed a master of education in
educational media degree
Council will meet next week to vote
on both programs.

M/fiefS VOte tO ratify COIltrOCt

J

CHARLESTON. W Va (AP)-The
United Mine Workers (UMW) union
has ratified a new contract for 120.000
coal miners, unofficial returns showed
yesterday, spelling the end to a threeweek-old strike.
With 65.000 ballots counted, about 80
per cent of the anticipated total, the
three-year agreement was approved by
about a 56 per cent majority, sources
reported.
UMW President Arnold Miller
scheduled a news conference in
Washington this morning to announce
the results.
Miller and coal industry officials
planned to formally sign the
agreement immediately following his
announcement, according lo industry
officials.
With ratification, most UMW

members would be expected to return
to work In mines producing 70 per cent
of the nation's soft coal on the shift
beginning at 12:01 a.m. Monday
However, some industry officials
said it is possible that some mines
could be reopened earlier, but added
that would depend on the union.
The agreement with the Bituminous
Coal Operators Association iBl'OAt
provides for a 64 per cent increase in
benefits and wages over three years.
Wages, ranging from (42 to S50 in the
last year of the old contract, would go
up 10 per cent in the first year of the
new pact and a cost-of-llving increase
would be figured quarterly.
IT ALSO WOULD provide for the
union's first sick leave, increase from
20 to 30 the number of paid holidays

and greatly increase pension benefits.
If it is signed, UMW members could
return to work in mines producing 70
per cent of the nation's soft coal on the
shift beginning at midnight Monday
The return to work would end a
strike which began Nov. 12 and has
forced the layoffs of more than 25.000
workers In coal-consuming or
transporting industries.
THE RETURN to work could be
affected by negotiations still going on
between the UMW and the Association
of Bituminous Contractors (ABC),
whose members do construction work
for the coal industry.
Should the ABC contract not be
settled, workers covered by that
contract could conceivably picket coal
mines and keep them from opening
However, the BCOA could be

expected to exert pressure on the ABC
for a rapid agreement
And sources in Washington reported
that progress was being made and a
settlement could come this week.
THERE HAD BEEN expectations
that two districts-6 in Ohio and 29 in
West Virginia-would produce a strong
vote against the contract.
But Washington sources reported
that the vote in District 29. home of an
organized campaign against
ratification, was running about 50-50.
And John Guzek. District 6 president,
said his district probably would do
about the same
He said he opposed any possible
move to dump Miller because of
dissatisfaction over the contract
because "he deserves the right to try
and administer the UMW in the
Democratic way. He has tried that.''

Ullman may succeed Mills in chairmanship
WASHINGTON
(API-House
Speaker Carl B Albert indicated
yesterday he believes that hospitalized
Rep Wilbur D Mills' tenure as
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee is over
Albert iD-Okla.) was asked at a
news conference if he assumed that
Mills would not be chairman if he
returns to Congress
"I think that's a pretty accurate
statement." he said, but indicated the
problem of selecting the committee

chairman for the 94th Congress would
be treated gingerly
"WE DON'T WANT to hurt a man
who has done so much for Congress for
36years." he said
"He has a great record He is one of
the greatest congressmen of our
generation but he is a sick man."
Albert added
Rep. Al Ullman ID-Orel, the
committee's acting chairman and
Mills' most probable successor, said:

McCord appearance set
James W. McCord Jr.. a
convicted Watergate conspirator,
will be at the University Friday.
Jan 10 to visit classrooms and
speak to the public.
McCord will discuss his reasons
for participating in Watergate and
his views on prison reform after his
six-week incarceration in the
District of Columbia jail.
McCord and G. Gordon Liddy
refused to plead guilty to Watergate
charges and sent a letter to Judge
John J. Sirica that indicated the
other conspirators had been
pressured into pleading guilty.

McCord spent 19 years with the
CIA and four years with the FBI In
1970. he received a Distinguished
Service Award from the director of
the CIA. He is editor-publisher of
the Washington Media Service
Newsletter
McCord has said he believes "a
great deal of good" will come from
the Watergate investigation and
trial.
McCord will speak at 5 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom. Union. His visit is
sponsored by the Union Activities
Organization.

"He is a very sick man and I think the
odds are that he will not be" able fo
continue.
Democratic colleagues of Mills. 65,
have said they don't think he will
remain in Congress if he loses the
position that has given him wideranging powers over the nation's tax.
Social Security, and health insurance
legislation.
Mills has been chairman of the
committee since 1958 and a member of
the House since 1939
MEANWHILE.
ANNABEL
Battistella. the stripper who ran from
Mills' car and into the Tidal Basin last
Oct. 7. said she hoped to visit the ailing
congressman at the Bethesda Naval
Medical Center.
She left her New York hotel
yesterday afternoon but her
destination was not disclosed.
Mills' illness was not diagnosed, but
the hospital reported he was in
satisfactory condition.
The congressman remained out of
touch with his office.
Rep Joseph Karth (D-Minn.l. a

member of the Ways and Means
Committee, said Mills indicated to him
Tuesday afternoon while waiting to see
the House physician that if he had a
serious health problem "he would
probably step down."
MILLS ENTERED the hospital
Tuesday afternoon after begging off
handling a routine legislative matter
on the House floor
His wife. Polly, said in a statement
yesterday that she didn't know how
long Mills would remain hospitalized,
but "I will be with him daily."
After Mills appeared in Boston on
stage with Mrs. Battistella. rumors
circulated that he was considering
divorcing his wife of 40 years, but Mills
denied the reports Monday.

Weather
Mostly saaay aad aot as cold
today. Highs la the tow aad mid
3»> Fair aad dd •Might Lows la
the law and mid ttt. Tomorrow
■ortly cloudy aad warmer. Hlgks
la Ike upper 4B». Probability of
areciattattoa Bear sera today aad
taakjM.

Arkansas Rap. Wilbur D. Mills stopped backstage to join
stripper

Fanna

Fox.

before she

began

performance in Boston. (AP Wirophoto)
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final day's
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Palestinian reality
ammo improvement
unnecessary
The revelation that Campus Safety officers are now using setniflatheaded bullets in their handguns is. to say the least, disturbing.
Semi-flatheaded bullets,

because of their blunt shape,

have a

tendency to expand or "mushroom" when they strike a bone or a solid
organ.
According to Lucas County Coroner Dr. Harry K. Mignerey. bluntshaped

ammunition has

the potential of inflicting more serious

damage than its round-nosed counterpart.
The fact that Campus Safety

is using such deadly armament

demonstrates how far that organization has strayed from its avowed
purpose of saving and protecting lives.
This is not a strife-torn city, nor is it a battleground. This is a
university campus. Campus Safety should be trying to get closer to the
University community, to learn its problems and solve them: it should
not be alienating the community's members by using such dangerous
ammunition.
The use of round-nosed ammunition is dangerous enough. Many
University members are questioning whether Campus Safety officers
need to be armed at all.
For the sake of community relations, the University administration
must examine this latest move by Campus Safety and decide whether
It is in the best interests of students and faculty alike.
The police must try to command the respect of those they are
supposed to serve through their actions, not intimidate them with an
unnecessary show of force.

Lerrers
poor coverage

I'd like to remark on the lack of
coverage The BG News gave the late
Coach Jackson. I might also add if this
paper is so independent this letter will
appear in print
As far as I'm concerned Coach
Jackson did a lot for not only the
football team but the student body and
anyone else he came in contact with It
makes me mad as hell when I can read
a big front page layout about some
queen-king and a little space on the last
page in Ihe left hand corner to be
precise, about a very important man
A big issue over some boy defying

everything and becoming queen and an
ad-sized article about the death of a
man I can tell now which is most
important to some people
After taixing to many blacks I
found nut that we all felt the same. I
suggest that you emphasize and
dramatize, make people NOTICE when
something as important as this ever
happens again I'm sure The B(i News
could have dedicated the whole back
page to Coach Jackson It would have
been the least they could do even
though he deserved more
Cynthia Jackson
12 Moonev

WASHINGTON-Who
are
the
Palestinians, these foreign people who
trouble us so' Briefly seen shapes
formed by the electron stream in our
television sets, the squat and
disconcerting Arafat, so frightening at
the podium of the UN that we call him
Hitler reincarnate
The Palestinians, they are the dead
bodies tossed from Ihe windows of
Israeli apartment houses where they
have come to kill; they are the specks
at the doors of hijacked jet liners
picked up by telescopic lenses shooting
across airport tarmacs from which
heal waves rise lo distort the image:
they are the caricature Arabs on
camels with the oil derrick in the
background of the political cartoons
After 12 centuries of continuous
contact, cross-fertilization, war and
cohabitation
between
Arabs
and
Western Europeans, we don't know the
first thing about them. In school do
they still even teach our kids about the
battles in the sand and hills of
Palestine between Richard the LionHearted and Saladin the Magnificent,
or have the Arabs of legendary
romance vanished as well?
A real Arab, the Palestinian writer
Fawaz Turki. showed up here in
Washington the other day. One of his
compatriots, a clinical psychologist,
invited me to have dinner with him and
two other Palestinians, a painter and a
young woman who had recently taken
her
masters degree in
business
administration. One of the things we
haven't yet focused on about the
Palestinians is that they are the best
educated of all the Arab nationalities
We have a notion of them as
technological
idiots,
incompetent
illiterates
idiotically
dragging

off ihe bus
Anyone who read Eugene Changey's
letter (Nov. 7. 19741. has probably
forgotten it by now hut the 111', A I.
Creator ol the Universe has contacted
me via Lucius Sydney Doughfcrnd to
expedite
Mr
Changey
to
Mt
Hushmore for a rccnactinent ol the
Crucifixion I'm sorry I can't go but it
would have made a nice play.
Bumper sticker ol the month:
Annihilate A Myth.
Well, well, well, since a god is in
Eugene's body, then, Eugene isn't
Eugene'is he'1 So I ask this guy ami
everyone else, what is truth'' 111 say ii

save us, paul
By Phil Bartholomew
711 7th Si , Apt.3
Gael I Studrnt Columnist
I'm sure that the majority of the
students at this campus have seen the
movie "Cool Hand Luke," starring
Paul Newman Do you remember Ihe
segment where he is staggering down
the street, shearing the tops of the
parking meters off* Paul, come and
save us
My four years at Bowling Green
have been enjoyable. I have learned
many things dealing with life and yes.
have
gained
much
knowledge
concerning education But one facet of
this University sticks with me. that
being Parking Services
Now. if Paul were here today and
saw all those meters, he would have a
field day Wouldn't it be fascinating to
see those barren poles of what used to
be the biggest money-making racket
here on campus''
Parking Services requires every
student that has a car. who is planning
lo use the University parking lots, to
purchase a parking sticker The fee is
J2U lor one year, not bad But here is
the kicker-you have to pay to park by
putting a coin in the meter for the
necessary hours you intend to use the
alloled space From what has been
slated, you get the idea that I own a
car: you are right
I USUALLY park my Cadillac in the
library lot. for I use this educational
facility quite frequently Bui the past
few times 1 have visited there,
something has gone wrong No. nothing
to do with my electric windows not
functioning or the steering wheel not
tilling correctly It has to do with
Paul's favorite toy. the parking meter
Some people have found various
ways to record lime without inserting
a coin. Well. I feed the monster and the
little red arrow doesn't point to the
designated hours In other words here
is my storyI put in two quarters for five hours of
parking and only three hours register,
this is the third time it has happened.
Now I know why Parking Services
makes so much money off violations,
they just cheat the student who is
probably paying a percentage of their
employes salaries, etc.
I am only one student who is
complaining, just think about how
many other students have been ripped
off (if I may use that term). You may

say. what the heck, pay the dollar line
But one dollar puts gas in my car and
Cadillacs drink it like we drink water,
they need it to survive Okay, let's all
laugh at once, this has been quite
sarcastic but I hope you received the
message
Parking Services al Bowling Green
is an institution in itself, il holds
power, but is il justified'' I tend to
think it is not. The total monies
received from marking meters this
year will be around $29,000. not
including violations That's a lot of
nickles. dimes and quarters
Repairs and maintenance is upward
toward $25,000. and yet the meters
don't record properly
Non-student
violations will total about $20,000. If
you have a friend coming to visit,
inform him to park his car in Toledo
BGSU student violations will be equal
to or surpass $47,000 As you can see.
those violations add up to a quite huge
sum of money.
THIS IS an official complaint. 1 am
interested in the welfare of the
students who attend Bowling Green
The problem is here, we must face it
and solve it in a logical fashion. 1 am

confident that SGA will lind a solution
and I am hopelul that Ihe Parking
Services Committee, consisting ol
students, will work with them to the
best of their ability. Here are a few
proposals I would like to submit
1 Weekly checks on all parking
meters to see if they are working
properly.
2. Parking melers in the library lot
destroyed, for this lot is used very
much by library patrons and Ihe
section
reserved for University
personnel is often vacant-bat slill we
can not park there.
3 Boxes on all meters. II you receive
a fine and pay it within a certain grace
period, you therefore pay only a
fraction of that violation
4. All meters should be able to
register 10 hours, some only are
capable of registering one half hour or
two hours (excluding meters directly
in front of Union i
5 if you have purchased a parking
sticker, you do not have to pay for a
parking space-why pay twice''
6. Meter maids wipe the grins oil
their faces
If change is lo take place, action has
lo be l aken i he choice is yours

would probably boot (hem out too. but
they can't
A prickly people, the Palestinians
Fawaz can remember his mother
scolding him bv demanding to know.
Why are you talking with a Lebanese
accent?"
Palestinian
Arabic
is
distinctly its own

Nichols*

vo» Hoffman

neolithic plows through sandy soil in
which nothing can
grow
Such
misconceptions can foster dangerous
miscalculations
FAWAZ WAS born in what is now the
Israeli city of Haifa, but left it .it the
time of the partition when he was eight
years old As with so many exiles and
the children of exiles from other
places, the land they have never seen is
more vivid than the one they live in
Fawaz says that in the Lebanese
refugee camp where he grew up, the
kids used to chant this rhyme

Whom I?
Who are ye?
lam the returnee'
He can also recall Ihe day in the
camp when the I'N arrived to plant
trees down the middle ol the main
street, ami "the old men with giaw
stubble on their laces said. The sons ol
bitches are planting (he trees because
they think we'll slill be here when they
grow up.' "
The loui at the diitnei table said thai
in one way 01 anothei then childhood
was a resistance to any I'u in ol
assimilation
with
other
Arab
nationalities
The Palestinians have
more or less been kicked out ol Saudi
Arabia ami Jordan and Hie Lebanese

again, what is truth? I in JK!
Eugene is definitely ofl the bus, and
his egneenlllcltv Is only too evldenl III
his flippant remarks ii he wanti I i"
call "Home", why didn i he dial the
operator'' II Eugene h.is such a
beautiful bodj wh) does he hide II
under steel ami glass His reference to
"puny mortals' tells u< thai be i- onh
projecting ins own faults, on others
When my ashes turn lo dust. I hope n s
gold
So. as Ihe soothsayer has MM to me
before, "You'll get youtvyel "
As for Mr Eddy mobocrai \ will
eventually win out over dciiioemcv Ol
communism or blah blah blah
lleieciulclh Ihe gospel
Glenn W Steffen
30 Bradley Court
Medina Ohio

dress code
discrimination
I believe it is discriminatory in the
process ol obtaining a job .u Proul
Cafeteria that I must weai a dress and
hosiery Instead ol the pants and smock
unlformi worn by males Because ol
this "regulation I was refused a job
working in Proul Cafeteria under
Willma Turner! even though men in
pants
uniforms serve
Ihe
name
students
I have been given permission to weal
pants and an overcoat in the sanitation
den.II i ii ii -m under Lenore Eschedor.
due to the type ol physical activity in
washing dishes
The working aspect ol doing a job
does mil depend on "what the lemale
wears, but "how" Ihe uuliviclu.il
performs Therelore. I believe that in
wearing the pants and overcoat
uniform. I am able to perform mv job
more efficiently
The pant suit uniform is deemed
acceptable attire mall othel cafeterias
on campus
I know the Union is

The obsessional dream is of the New
Palestine It takes forms both personal
and political, so lor Fawaz there is Ihe
memory ol a Christmas Eve in Paris,
when he and his Jewish wife got
slightly tipsy celebrating somebodyelse s holiday and agreed she would
(hi ow away her pills and they would fly
lo Jerusalem to have Ihe baby born It
was. but not there
THERE ARE Moslem Arabs. Jewish
Arab, and Christian Arabs but the
Palestinians, al least these lour, seem
to relate most closely to the Jewish
experience Gamal. the painter, said.
In the encounters with others. I
realized my own otherness That is
how Sartre defined .lewishness They
didn I know it until others told them 1
didn't either
When a plane was
hijacked and the FBI came to see me.
then I realised my otherness
Fawaz says Palestinians suffer from
the spiritual debilities of the diaspora
He
says
theyre
vulnerable
to
inexplicable psychosomatic disorders.
In the sell hatreds thai are visited on
people who must live as permanent
visitors among slrangeis Ours is Ihe
Jewish experience hi reverse." he
declines
As we've become the Jews
nl the Arab world, we can also become
Ihe Zionists ol il
The parallelism asserts itself in

other ways As some Jews found a new
pride in Ihe birth of the Israeli warrior
so the arrival on Ihe scene of the
Palestinian guerrilla after the Six-Day
War seems to have had the same tonic
effect on some Palestinians. "After
67.
Fawaz says, il was no more
names like you dirty Arabs "The
Palestinians were called the Uprooted,
not refugees. I have an altered status
as a result of what the PLO has done.
Suddenly the whole world has lo
recognize our reality."
Let's hope we can also recognize the
personality and individuality of Fawaz
and his fellow countrymen But. if we
do. then we shall feel it all the more
strongly and sadly that these two
people kill each other It is easier when
it is strangers who incur violent death.
Copyright. 1J74, The Washington Post
King Features Syndicate

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
Ihe editor and opiniun columns Letters
may comment on any other letter
columnoredilon.il
Letters should be a maximum ol 300
words
typewritten
We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains (he right to edil
all submissions lhal exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include Ihe
author s name
address and phone
number, and may be mailed to Ihe
Editor
co The
BG
News
106
University I'all

dizzied

separate Iront othei University eating
pl.u is
and
is
under
different
management
However,
why
can't
female
employes m Proul have the option of
wearing a pants suit or dress as is
prov ided elsewhere ' Also if this option
can t be made then Ihe Proul Student
.lob I- oi mat should he more specific It
does noi specify wearing a dress for
the lemale employe, it just says "To
wear Uniforms that are provided."
1 CAN ACCEPT wearing a dress for
catering because the people who are
being seived are a diflerenl clientele.
Hut al Proul Hall the students don't
cue who is serving the food as long as
Ihe pci sun has a Military uniform on
ami ban nel applied
In conclusion I believe that letting
females have the option of wearing
eithei type ol uniform will eliminate
the job discrimination and perhaps
result in more efficient performance
on the parl Ol some student employes
who feel more comfortable wearing a
pants uniform
Mary Kurz
132 Proul

poef
what is thiswriters i righters rulers I
in resident e (dents, dense •

by power?
It has been our assumption that
professional
journalism
implies
certain responsibilities In our opinion
your
recent editorial
regarding
Director Shaffer i Campus Safely
director i totally ignored the ethics of
your profession
If you wish to take an editorial stand,
your opinion, of course, is recognized
as that But when you disguise your
opinions, or someone else's, as facts,
you run the risk of exposing your lack
of responsibility
We assume thai the personis)
responsible for the editorial have al
some time taken a journalism course
at BGSU We seriously doubt (or hope i
that this advocacy journalism is part of
Ihe instruction
If we find these kind of unsupported
statements in your editorials, can we
really trust your news stories0 If The
BG News feels like advocating some
cause or particular side of an issue it
appears that the facts might be
ignored, or at least slanted
The press earned its spurs in
exposing Watergate Now il is in
danger of falling off Ihe horse,
apparently dizzied by power

John S Gleason
Carl J Johnson
GayleW Lohrbach
Michael D Grimes
Steven E Lehtomaa
Michael J. Stein
John Helm
Raymond Wilson
Ralph Bratt
Richard A Gullufsen
Kenneth B. Mercer
H C Boyer
Campus Safety Officers

(be eye deal, in site into
cheese flavored (.ainosbuigers
delight
ah ictch. ciap kickeis eaughl
ill .in dodgers, pl'd
not here
in ducked the dunghill
patch the purge of boredom
I the spider s eye
weave the glory of burnt toast
and pigeon droppings

THE BG NEWS
Not so. gay Eye
goodbye carrots ami logs
\o dents are belter than Janine
Tylarrs:
do
screw
rusty
after
toiindworms
under
beercans
midnight""
Nay hey, residents, the heart is on
the cuff,
besides the piss on the floor.
Roy Sheldon
408-1) N Summit St.
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ticket prices
We're
deeply concerned and
perturbed with Ihe nonsense regarding
the ticket policies of Ihe UAO. We feel
the tickets for the concerts are
overpriced and as a result the turnouts
are minimal We therefore suggest
that you lower the prices: you will
make up the monetary difference in
turnout
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. . YIS, THIS IS HI . . . THEY'RE TRYING TO BREAK UP* WHAT?
OOHT INTERVENE TOUtl CUT OFF MY SERVICE? . . . Will, I .

AND IF

Gerry Corrigan
Debbie MacFarland
front Hall
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comment on various topics

r

Being enrolled in the College of Music.
I could only draw examples from its
program to illustrate my point

poor response
In response to Dr Don Wilson's
response to my letter of Friday. Nov
8. 1 wish to also recogniie DuWayne
Hansen in his aid to me. and to thank
Don Wilson (or the only constructive
response
I
have
received since
publication of my letter
In reaf firming my statement of there
not being enough free electives. I
acknowledge certain group requirement electives As for the 18 electives
beside those outside of music, no one
took time to explain to me that these
would not have to be occupied by music
subjects
The main idea of my letter was to
gain response from either students or
faculty, on the subject of more
freedom within the major programs

SPEAKING IN terms of the College
of Music. I feel there is room for
change within the program (mine
which is Mus Ed.i specifically by a
reduction in the number of hours in the
group requirements and replacing
these credit hours with free electives. I
have two objectives behind my suggestion to pull some of the work load
off the already busy music student and
to create a better learning experience
by giving the student more free
electives with possible room for a
minor.
I am very pleased with the quality of
the music courses and activities at
BGSU but would like to see change in
requirements outside of music

Judging from the response to my
letter, either my opinion is a very
individual one or the students, whether
music or not. would rather not attempt
to ^et the type of education they want
I would be happy to receive any
response whether through publication
or by direct letter
Mark DeWald
313 Prout Hall

Greeks
and
GDI's
Homecoming should "go"

thought

Critics' letters have been overprinted in The BG News.
With all their gripes of Homecoming
blues
If the romplainers would let it die
instead of keeping it alive.
Maybe thev could plan for something
better in 75.

let it die

Pat Safranek
Brenda Whitmer
1010 Off 1-..1-1

The incriminators of Kim Olson have
had their say.
The Rick Morrow fans have had their
dav.
The
show.

Warwicke concert was a no

change will be gradual
By Geaay D. Kolas
Gaest Columnist
Being a woman, being myself
"transplanted" in Bowling Green from
a myriad of places in this country, 1
felt a definite need to give some
additional
dawning light' to pierce
the eyes of C Ronald Kimberling for
his article Sex Roles Cause Gap "
Although much of what you've
written is fact. Mr Kimberling. it
doesn't apply to Bowling Green alone 1
have worked and traveled in many
parts of this country and have found
sexism in as many areas of our society
California, just like Ohio. New York
and the 47 other states, has X-rated
movies, ogling men. voluptuous, sexgoddess women, career women and
male women's lib supporters
People are people everywhere Just
because a minority advocates a social
change, don't expect an over-night,
magic wand. Cinderella effect The
change will come gradually, just as
your
own
realization
of
the
conservatism of this I'niversity did
Bee
you want a change, don't
expr
pie to drop their traditional
roles
.lediately and look anew at
themselves You're asking an awful
lot
WOMEN
ARE
becoming more
respected for their intelligence and
abilities; more men are gradually
learning that they can deal with a

woman openly and honestly, on a oneto-one basis Women are realizing that
men have extreme pressures as far as
being in the role of the level headed,
emotionally strong breadwinner
1
think that this is a gradual but exciting
change
You must also realize that you are
dealing with young people who are just
beginning to mature and realize their
own potential If men or women accept
their past male female stereotype
roles, let them, they may enjoy it.
However, it is no longer necessary to
sit
back
and
accept
this
role
conditioning It becomes only a matter
of mustering up the initiative to change
it and being unafraid to expect some
feedback from the not so new thinking
segments of our society Many women
can find fulfillment from domestic
roles There is much to be said for and
that can be done in a home and fur a
family
Others don't feel the need for this
type of occupation, but find themselves
thriving in the business or cultural
world
Men may enjoy being the
dominant, breadwinners, others don't
feel the need to take care of a woman,
children and all the responsibility that
goes with it And at the same lime,
couples can often accept each other
and share the responsibilities of a
home and interchange the roles to suit
their needs
Please. Mr Kimberling. don't be so

harsh on Bowling Green Change is
gradual, but change is happening Also,
to pick Ms Struthers as the ideal
woman is unbelievably base, and Mr
Namath is now passe
I can imagine that the attendance at
the X-rated film here in town was
rather limited I can think of no one
who ran up to me and told me I ought to
see that movie for its raw sex or for its
artistry

1 am writing in reference to the
blatant discrimination currently being
practiced bv Cultural Boost and the
UAO
1 am a resident of Bowling Green,
but not a student at the University In
spite of my apparent lack of status
here. 1 have often willingly patronized
such events as choral concerts, plays
and the annual opera put on by the
University
Yet. now 1 find myself a member ol
that hideous minority known as a non
student" I must confess guilt to this
cnme--l have already completed my
college studies and have begun work
towards my M A at another college
The punishment lor my disgrace is to
not be allowed admission to a concert
i.e . the Dec 2 performance ol Todd
Hundgren
Supposedly,
the
reason
behind
restriction of this concert to University
students only is that the two above
mentioned groups are worried about
the lack of student attendance at
concerts. "We have to betin asking
ourselves who we are supplying
concerts lor "

with my friends because they hold the
glorious honor of being Bowling Green
students and I am not so lucky.
Let us consider those Bowling Green
students who are expecting a visit
from a friend, a brother or sister, etc.
from out of town (although these may
all be students ai another university)
These students are also being discriminated against If the concerts are
being provided for their entertainment,
why can they not attend them
accompanied by their friends'* If not
permitted this type of entertainment,
what is left them''
Well, they can always go downtown
to the bars. and. perhaps, cause some
of the vandalism that everyone is so
concerned about lately
Please note also that if Bowling
Green students
may
not attend
concerts
with
their
non-student
friends, student attendance at these
performances will likely drop even
lower
Hut perhaps UAO and Cultural Boost
will be pleased to have no more than a
thousand or two thousand people in the
audience After all. they will all be
enrolled at BGSU
This is not,
however,
a compliment to the
performer

LET I'S forget for a moment that
such as 1 may not attend said concert

Amy K Robinson
480 I.ehni.in Avenue

discrimination

FBI
rw
FILE ROOM

YOUR IDEAS are basically very
good, and I often enjoy your articles
However, to pick BGSU as the epitome
of "traditional behavioral rites" Is a
ridiculous
and
very
harsh
generalization I like to be a bit more
optimistic about this University and
the young people who attend it
I am almost hoping that your article
was written in a "tongue in cheek"
tone, and not really as full of
chauvinistic ideas as it seems
One final note, if you will re-read the
sign on Memorial Hall, you will find
that that was not one of SICSIC signs,
but was rather another group directing
their comment to SICSIC There was
no deep meaning in that sign, nor does
it say that the young men who write
don't understand women, it was a
crass comment made from one group
to another as a joke.
Unfortunately, we all can't read in
between the lines as you did. we have
to take it at face value and laugh.

'OH, HIM? . . Will, HECK, WE ONLY TURN HIM LOOSE WHEN IT'S NECESSARY!'

GIVE A BOOK FOR CHRISTMAS
CHECK OUT OUR SALE BOOKS
Jury Baker s BACK TO NATURf ALMANAC By the author ol the inter
national best seller Plants Am Lite People, a unique & colorful
encyclopedia ol tacts, figures & tun tor today's nature lovers & bach
yard gardeners Pub at 16 95 Sale 12.98.

KAHLIL GIBRAN
Author of THE PROPHET
SPECIAL GIFT EDITIONS

ONLY $1.50 tier,

These superb gift books are of the highest quality craftsman
ship, each bound in attractive simulated leather and stamped
in imitation gold Each 51 »"*8" in size
BETWEEN NIGHT AND MORN. The awesome magnetism of
Gibran s artistry emerges in this collection ol eight superb es
says
THE BROKEN WINGS. Tender story of Gibran s love for Selma
Karamy.
MIRRORS OF THE SOUL Translated & edited by Joseph
Sheban New collectiori of lyrical wntings of the latter day
prophet of the Middle East
THE NATURE OF LOVE. By Andrew Dib Sherfan The
philosophy of love of the immortal Gibran. An artful examination of his feelings & beliefs.
THE PROCESSION. Intimate portrait of the world famous
author of "The Prophet."
Kahlil Gibran SECRETS Of THE HEART. By The Beloved Mas
ter." eleven stones in which reside his thoughts on. & cures
for. "the gaping wounds in the side of society"
A SELF PORTRAIT. Ed by Anthony R Ferns. Intimate record of
a restless, creative mind, as shown in his letters over the span
1904 1930
SPIRITUAL SAYINGS OF KAHLIL GIBRAN. These "sayings
reveal how ancient wisdom may be applied to modern prob
lems
SPIRITS REBELLIOUS. Gibran expresses his innermost feel
mgs on the spirit of rebellion against the oppression of man by
man
TEARS AND LAUGHTER. The very heart of the mystic East
emerges in this selection of magnificent prose & poetry.
THOUGHTS AND MEDITATIONS. Clearly conveys the spiritual
message of Gibran the Immortal.
VOICE OF THE MASTER. Gibran airs his philosophical views on
the "imponderables" ■ Of Marriage. Of Divinity. Of Man. Of
Reason, Of Love
THE WISDOM OF GIBRAN. Ed by Joseph Sheban
compendium of Gibran aphorisms and maxims

Brilliant

VETERAN AND VINTAGE CAM. By Peter Roberts Eyewitness ec
counts by the author ot vintage races and stories of the magnificent
cars, their makers & the men who drove them - the earty history of serf
propulsion U S & Continental developments, early stunts, the story of
gasoline. & much much more Over 150 illus in cokx and black & white
Special 13.9*

THE PRESIDENTS, Portfolio of individual award winning portraits ol all
the Presidents, with detailed historical references Each portrait is
H"il4" in we. mounted on heavy, vellum like coated stock, ideally
THE GOURMETS GUI0E TO CHINESE COOKING.
suited for framnf Pub at $3995 Sale »5.»8.
By Ann Body The mysleries ol Chinese cooking re
GREAT MASTERPIECES OF ART. Portfolio of 36 magnificent FULL
vealed in thus colorful & exciting volume of over
COLOR reproductions of the world's most famous paintings, with de200 recipes, their unusual ingredients described
tailed biographies of each artist Each ot these ll"x 14" reproductions
is mounted on heavy, vullum-hke coated stock and is ideally suited for
and the special techniques clearly explained with
framing Pub at $39 95 Very Special I&98.
the help o' over 150 illustrations, many in FULL
LAND Of LIVING ROCK - The Grand
COLOR. Pub at $7 95 Special $3.98.
Canyon & the High Plateaus Arizona.
Utah. Nevada By C Gregory Crampton Multidimensional portrait of
America's most magnificent national
wonder geological, historical, scenic
superbly illustrated & bringing mto
focus the Grand Canyon & the high
plateaus to the north Over 120
photos. 16 lull color, plus 17 fourThese unique nature guides contain a general introduction followed by informative & authoritacolor geological maps Pub at
tive studies of 64 different species A are illustrated with a lavish number of FULL COLOR
$1795 SeaatSJ*.
plates
MOTION PICTURE MOODS for Plan
Color Guide to Familiar GARDEN ANO FIELD BIRDS. Birds most commonly seen in gardens &
ists & Organists By Emo Rapee
fields. Full descriptions ot their habits: feeding, egg-laying, nest-building, much more. Nearly 200
Rapid reference manual of selected
illustrations in COLOR. Special $238.
pieces arranged by Emo Rapee.

COLOR GUIDES TO NATURE

adapted to 5? moods & situations
provided under appropriate headings
a comprehensive mdei lists the hundreds of musical pieces alphabetically 674 pp Pub at $3000
Sate SMS.
AN ILLUSTRATED TREASURY Of
BIBLE STORIES. Retold by Owen S
Rachleff Magnificent two-volume set
that retells the Old and New Testa
ments m the language of today, along
with nearly 700 dramatic, full color
paintings that capture the great
moments in the narrabve. Pub at
$2500 Sale Both Voh. $12.9*.

The Gourmet s Guide to FRENCH COOKING. By Alison Burl the art of French
cooking, both the classic dishes ot haute cuisine & the regional color ot cuUine
bourgeoiie, in a huge collection ot over 200 recipes every aspect of French
food & cooking covered, with chapters on desserts & patisserie. Over 100
pholos. 50 FULL COLOR. Pub at $7 95 Special $3.98.
the Gourmet's Guide to ITALIAN COOKINQ By Sonia Allison k U Bieffeldt
Over 200 easy to-rolkiw recipes ol weU known Italian favorites plus many vena
lions & authentic new ideas From soups & antipasti. through vegetables & des
sens, to cheese, wines, aperitifs. & the Itakan style ol entertaining Over 100
superb photographs. 50 in lull color Pub at $7 95 Sale $3.98.
the Gourmet's Guide to JEWISH COOKING. By Cart 1 Oberman Over 200 re
opes to tit all occasions, authentically kosher, a complete repertoire ol new &
different dishes for anyone interested in Jewish food & cooking The Dietary
laws are lully eiplained Over 100 photos. 50 FULL COLORj drawings Pub at
$7 95 Special $3.98.
.

>st*:*r*

Spinning Wheels COLLECTIBLE GLASS. Ed by Ai
bert C Revi From The National Magazine About
Antiques, the most popular articles about col
lectible antiQue glass Earty American. Victorian,
cut & engraved. Art Nouveau. art deco. much more
■ most of it still within reach ot the average col
lector' Illustrated Pub at $595 Sale $2.9t

i\ €

Color Guide to Familiar WILD FLOWERS. Fascinating study of wild flowers, including ferns 8.
Irasses found by the roadside & in walks through fields and woods & close to home Over 150
lustrations in COLOR. Special $298.

PETS & ANIMALS

Color Guide to Familiar BUTTERFLIES, CATERPILLARS ANO CHRYSALIDES. The beautiful world
of butterflies, caterpillars & chrysalides - their occurrence, distribution & transformation during
the stages of development. Advice on catching, breeding & preparing butterflies for a collection Nearly 300 illustrations Special $2.98.

BIROS. By David Christie Absorbing photo &-teit account ol the many varieties
ol birds ol Europe, Australia. Africa & the US emphasizes the interesting**
unusual aspects ol their behavior nesting songs, calls etc 64 photos. 16 FULL
COLOR. Only $1 98
ZOO ANIMALS. By Tessa Board Ideal introduction to animals found m zoos
around the world over 80 photos, 27 FULL COLOR, plus te»t by the director of
the Children's Club at the London Zoo. revealing behind the scenes information
Special St 98
THE TREASURY OF BIROS. By Whitney Eastman For bird lovers of all ages a
fascinating 1 superbly illustrated survey ol the wide range of both familiar &
little know species, those nearing eitinction. & of particular ormthoiog>cal mlerest chapters on migration, habits, birds ol prey, sea birds, much more Over 50
photos, many in color Only S2.9S.
THE TREASURY OF DOGS. Colorful new book thai desenbes & illustrates every
aspect ol livmg & working dogs Four eiperts contribute fcvely * informative teit
on puppy care, breeding toy b*eeds new breeds & much more Over 145 illustrations 35 FULL COLOR. Special $2.98
THE TREASURY OF KITTENS. By Marjorie Hudson How to choose & buy your
kitten & how to look after kittens from the moment ot birth advise m detail on
feeding, grooming, inoculating, showing boarding, breeding & rearing litters
Many pedigrees described & illustrated m 140 superb photos. 35 FULL COLOR.

Color Guide to Familiar TREES: Leaves, Bark & Fruit. Gull descriptions of characteristic features
of trees: their leaves, bark & fruit - the sizes they grow to, ages they attain, the uses to which
the wood is put, & much more. Over 300 illustrations Special $2.98

PLANTS

A BOOK OF OLD MAPS: Delineating American History Compiled &
edited by File & Freeman In luiunousfy oversized 10*14 format.
75 rare full page maps tracing the history of the New World from
man's earliest knowledge of >t. through the Revolutionary War In
etudes the famous Vmland Map & those drawn by Cacc Drake.
Champtam. Joket. & many others, each accompanied by an explanatory essay inde» Pub at $10000 Sale $16.98.
A HISTORY OF AMERICAN PAINTING. By Ian Bennett Skillful sur
vey of American achrevernent m art. showing how rt is no longer
possible to dismiss American painting as the poor cousin of West
ern art. Lavishly illustrated with over 240 pictures. 43 FULL
COLOR, this vc*jme provides a comprehensive history from the
early portraits o» John Singleton Copley to the photo-realrsts of the
1970s Special $9-9*
GARBO. By Ture SfOtonoer in needy 200 rare photographs &
accompanying teit the incredible story of Freta Garbo's private &
pubKx die her earty years, nse to fame, constant aversion to publicity, tove life, unforgettable films k much more A lavish picloral
memoir of one of the screen's greatest actresses Pub at $12 00
SateS&M.
THIS GREAT GAME. The actwn cote*, humor, and reflections that
make up baseball captured by eight of the game's most skilled re
porters, two novelists & an umpire illustrated with over 230 act-on
photos. 69 FULL COLOR, plus 13 vibrant paintings m color by art
ist LeRoy Neiman Pub at $14 95 Sale $5 98.

COOKBOOKS
PRESERVES & PICKLES. By Allison Bud Handy guide to preserving & p-ckling.
Irom drying, curing & salting to make |ams. chutneys & vinegars over 250 prac
trcal recipes tor brandied apricots, pear & ginger preserves, cumquat marma
lade A much more Over 140 illustrations, many FULL COLOR. Special S3.9S.
CAKES AND CAKE DECORATING. By lot Leigh Over 240 editing recipes lor
different kinds ol cakes highlight this guide to home baking also includes sug
gestions for delicious fillings & icings & much more Over 140 stepby step
photos. 40 FULL COLOR. Spec*' U.M.

Jerry Baker TALK TO YOUR PLANTS. America's Master Gardener.
author of best sellers Back to Nature Almanac and Plants Are Uha
People, reveals all the gardening secrets he learned from his
Grandma Putt ■ everything from lawns & lawnmowers to ''picton'
berries & squeeim grapes" is covered in this delightful book Draw
mgs PUP at $7.95 Sale $Z9»
PLANTS ARl LIKE PEOPLE. By Jerry Baker America's master gar
dener shows how to grow a heafthrer. happier garden, covering
every subject from seed to fertilizer, from the taHest tree to the
smallest herb advise on budgets, what kinds of plants to put
where, question & answer sections on common problems & much
more nius with drawings. Pub at $795 Seat $2.96.
rtOUSEPLANTS ANO INDOOR GARDENING. By Cynl Hams Prac
teal, attractive book for amateurs & expert plant growers sections on favonte indoor plants (foliage & flowering), bulbs, cacti &
terns, how to grow roses indoors, cultivate bonsai, make bottle &
dish gardens, mush more. Over 120 photos. 50 FULL COLOR.
Special S3JI

MASTERS OF PHOTOGRAPHY. Ed & Intro by
Beaumont & Nancy Newhall For the first time in a
single cofume. the work ol the greatest masters ot
the camera • Adams, Atget, Cartier-Bresson,
Evans. Stephen. Strand. Weston. et al over 150
superb reproductions, biographies, analyses.
bibliographies. 10 «11 -. Pub. at $1250 Sale

mm

Spinning Wheels COLLECTIBLE IRON, TIN, COPPER A MASS. Eu by Albert C Ren From hand
wrought tools to elegant door knockers, Irom iron
toys to debcatety made articles of tin. this book
contains a wealth of information for collectors ol
metarware Pub at $595 Sale $2.98.

Or choose from our regular
quality selections
Stop in and see our regular stock, also

8}

THE TREASURY Of PUPPIES. By Judy de Casembroot IrresistatHe puppies of
every breed sire & character described & superbly illustrated ail you need to
know about looking after & rearing a litter, also descriptions ol shows & showing all over the world 145 photos. 35 FULL COLOR. Special $2.96.
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Bartlett confers
with SGA reps
on city matters
munity concern
ranging
from the proposed east side
fire station to the downtown
bar situation were also discussed
Weslev K Hoffman, muni
( I p ,i I
administrator,
icported that the city's
planned "integration of
government"
is
being
accomplished
by
the
recently-approved proposal
to house the city police
department in a new safely
building to be constructed bv
the county
He said the city is aiming
to "centralize our governmental services in as few
buildings as possible "
Hoffman
and
Safety
Director
Howard
Butter

By Cindy Smerclna
Suit Reporter
Ward Two street improvements are "scheduled for
early next year" Mayor
Charles E Bartlett said yes
terday tn a meeting with
University student leaders
Bartlett and five other
city
officials
met
with
Douglas (i
Bugie. SGA
president.
Richard
A.
Morrow. SGA coordinator ol
academic affairs. Michael
Wilcox. student representative to the board of trustees.
and Montel Jennings, a
director of the National
Student
Lobby
campus
chapter

Topics of University-com-

«*••••••••••••••>
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THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT

ID.

Riqim.d

W.sley K. Hoffman

Mayer CharUs E. Bortl.M
reviewed progress on
proposed east
side
station
A survey by the
revealed
that one

the
fire
city
lire

plan is to put the mam
station there Hut from a
political standpoint we'll
have tn maintain a firetii'himi'
facility
in
the

"The schools are between the two sets of
tracks and parents are very emotional about
such things."
station at the corner ol
Thurstin and East Wooster
Streets would provide lor
"maximum protection and
response
according
to
Hoffman

HE CONTINUED:

"OIII

presenl
location
The
schools are between the two
sets of Hacks and parents
are very emotional about
such things
Money is also a problem,
he said because the Ohio
Hoard ol Regents currently

SATUROAV I SUNDAY MATINEE SPECIAL!
OPENING TILL 6:00 - all seats only J1 00

CINEMA I

THE BROTHERS OF
THETA CHI

NOW PLAYING!
EVE. 7:20 & 9:30

SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEES - 2:30 & 4:45

Congratulate
Russ Fenton - Who's Who in American
Colleges
Sam Disalvo - Campus Paddleball
Champion
Tom Joseph • Chee Omunga King
Jim Waaland - Mr. Toledo

Redford
"Jeremiah
Johnson

WE ARE PROUD

.SJ^:.^:^^^..^

some say he's dead...
>|50mc say he never will

LOOK AT THESE I
AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER

N.
L

CoSUmngwluGCER
- MUK by John Rubmcton
LCVKM oy Syovwy ftMck

CINEMA O

>-^.^'v^

ICE COLD

*
*
2nd SMASH WEEK! *
EVE. ■ 7:15 & 9:45 *

REER & POP
T0G

CHRISTMAS

°

Gillette
SUPER MAX
IX FOR MEN

NOW ONLY

16.99

MAX FOR
I

MEN
-8 /
HAIR
DRYER
\

*

Lady Schick

Vm MACHINE

Schick
•STi
FLEXAMATIC I • TT"
SHAVER

1

MIDNIGHT MOVIES!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY ▼Jj
TICKETS ON SALE AT 11:30

*'

29.99

G.E.
DISPENSER
for
SHAVE
CREAM

NOW ONLY

21.99
13.99

, G.E.Snot)7
',.. V
I ELECTRIC
*r:\
ALARM
CLOCK

TAMPAX

^ttfc

TAMPONS *Sl9
40'S Reg or Super
Mfg List $209

NOW ONLY

3.99

HEAR...
■•■a
'A THOUSAND PULSATING THRILLS!*

"Our police do not promiscuously use their
weapons. They are instructed to use weapons
only in extreme situations."
man the station." said
Hoffman
"The University would
contribute in some way.
maybe granting them free
tuition '

WILCOX

QUESTIONED

Butter about rumored shaky
relation between Campus
Safety and the city police
department Butter said he
has seen no indication ol
deteriorating
relations,
and that Campus Safety
personnel are auxiliary city

policeman.
Itutter also said Citizen s
Hand
radios have been
inslalled in all city police
cars and that "in a 30-day
period we've had 28 good
tips from people with Citizen s Hand radios in their
cars "
Jennings asked
Itutter
about the ammunition used

living in those precincts
would ask that the question
i of bar closings I be put on
the ballot "
He said the citv is now
putting more ol the burden
of enforcement on the bar
owners" by forcing them to
keep the number of people in
their establishments below
legal limits, thereby avoiding overcrowding
Hoffman said mst.ill.itn>u ,
of warning flashers at the
East Poe Koad railroad
tracks has not yet begun,
even though that work w.is
scheduled to have started

Nov. 18.
Hoffman said he called
Penn Central Tuesday, and
that Penn Central officials
were still projecting a completion date of Dec 31 on the
project.
H 0fKMAN

ALSO

widening
project,
and
Mayor
Bartlett said he
would keep the idea "in
mind "
The Ward Two improve-

"I think landlords that are raising rents now
because of this project aren't being fair to
anyone."
between landlords and students
The housing code
itself deals with maintenance and health considerations "
The city also hopes to relocate its sewage plant east of
1-75. but the project is being
held up by a lack of funds
The new plant will be built
with money from a federal
grant, but Bowling tireen is
ranked 611th on a list of 1.100
communities
waiting for
such grants
Widening of East Poe
Road is also planned, but
while the city and University
have agreed on a boulevardlike plan, the state of Ohio
must approve and agree to
finance the project if it is to
become a reality
Bugie suggested the inclusion of bike paths in the

ments. including new street
paving, sidewalks, storm
drainage and curbing are
"almost ready to proceed."
said Bartlett Fifty-four per
cent of the 2.1 million dollar
project cost will be paid for
by the city, and the rest of
the bill will be paid by
assessments levied against
property owners
Owners
of
apartment
buildings in Ward Two have
complained
about
the
assessment
system,
but
Bartlett said the assessment
should cost landlords $S or S6
a month per living unit and
they will not have to begin
paving the assessments until
1977
"I think landlords that are
raising rents now because of
this project aren't being fair
to anvone. ' Bartlett said.

Party helpers needed
The Student Council for Exceptional Children is having
a Christmas party for trainable mentally retarded
children 1-4 p.m. Saturday in the Ice Arena Lounge
The group also will go Christmas caroling at Filling
Home for the severely retarded Drivers are needed for
the caroling trip
Anyone who wants to participate in either activity
should sign-up on the bulletin board opposite 410
Education Bldg For further information, call 3724453 or
372-5572

lllllAp at these
Big Discounts!
Save up to $3.00!

Records
Top artists!
Major labels!

NOW ONLY

1.19
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BUTTER REPLIED. "I
have not ordered them to get
rid ol those bullets because
they're not used that often
Our police do not promiscuously use their weapons
They are instructed to use
weapons only in extreme
situations "
Dowtown bars will be
closed as a "last resort."
according to Kutter. but he
said "there is a definite
possibility that the people

reviewed the county housing
code which the city adopted
last June He said, "the code
is not something which will
straighten
out
relations

NOW ONLY

THE WORLD'S MIGHTIEST ADULT FILM

"THE LOVE ON A HOLLER COASTER SCENE IS A BAIL

by city police, especially the
use of
hollow-point,
or
"dumdum" bullets

GIFTS FROM GRAY'S

SATURDAY & SUNDAY MATINEES 2:15 & 4:45

$

appropriates approximately
M9.000 to the city for supplemental
University-related
fire protection,
but
the
appropriation has been left
out of the budget for Ihe next
biennium
Hoffman said he hoped
that "with Ihe change of
administration
(in
Columbus i we may get
some action "
The city proposal for a fire
station on the east side of
the I '.nil Central tracks
"envisions using students
trained as fire fighters
housed in dormitories to

Howard RutUr

DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES
.Complete Preso iption Service
'ill /Our Prescription

352-7248
Prices Good Thru Sunday. December 8. 1974

Hundreds of records! Classics included!
Many, many selections in this special purchase.

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

DON'T MISS THIS SALE!!
Come early for best selection!
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Snack room changes sought
By Norms Sleek
An advisory board to
suggest changes and
improvements (or the
Amani and the MidAmerican Room is being
.formed, according to
Richard Lenhart. coordinator of student activities
and organizations
"I feel that the Amani and
the Mid Am Room need
renovation and refurnishing." explained Montel
Jennings, director of the
National Student Lobby
Jennings first originated
the idea of the advisory
board and approached
Lenhart with the idea
"The University should
have the allocations for the
improvements.'
Jennings
said.
"The Student
Government Association
(SGAI or Black Student
Union (BSl'i are not
financially capable to
finance it at this time, nor
should they do it '
BUT DESPITE Jennings
ideas. Lenhart said. I can
assure you there won't be
any changes There simply
isn't any money "
According to Lenhart. the

purpose of the committee is
to make students more
aware of the two snack
rooms "I think they are
verv pleasant and serviceable, he added
The committee will
include representatives
from Student Activities.
SGA. Harshman Quad. BSU.
Auxiliary Services and the
managers of the two
refreshment rooms. The
representatives plan to
begin meeting winter
quarter
"We considered having a
faculty representative but
decided against it Since
students use it. students
should represent it and
maintain it." Jennings said
THE BAMBOO curtains in
the Amani are a major area
of concern according to
Jennings The carpet needs
cleaning, new furniture is
needed and graffiti should
be cleaned from the tables.
Jennings said
Actually, there will
probably be a debate on the
graffiti." Jennings said
Some feel that it was
placed there by students and
since it is something they
can identifv with, that it

Campus Safety urges
cyclists to store bikes
Campus Safety requests that students either take their
bicycles home during winter quarter or have them
stored Of the 1.520 bicycles remaining on campus during
Thanksgiving break. 1? were unlocked. 654 were locked,
but not to a rack and 1.133 were not displaying
registrations, according to Lt Roger A Daoust
Campus Safety said if students store their bicycles, the
bike should be registered, and the student should know
the serial number
Janet ('layman, senior i Kd I, told Campus Police
Tuesday her purse was allegedly taken from her floor
room in the Phi Mu house The purse was found on the
third floor of the Phi Mu house with $20 missing from the
billfold
Kim Olson, junior i Ed I, Tuesday reported the theft of
$5 from her billfold The billfold, which was taken from
her room in the Alpha Chi Omega house, was found on the
third floor landing of the Alpha Delta Pi house The case
is still under investigation

should remain.
"I realize that students
will probably continue
putting graffiti on there, but
you have to draw a line
somewhere." he added
A general housekeeping of
both rooms is needed,
Jennings said "It is a
student's right to have areas
in which they eat in and are
entertained in presentable."
"I would like to see the
rooms
used
more
constructively," he
explained. "They could be
used to raise political
consciousness in terms of a
sociological meeting place "

"Right now the mood just
is not there." he said
"Nobody has taken the time
to establish any directives."
THE FOOD service used
to be in charge of the room
and the snack bar. Lenhart
said This advisory board
will now take responsibility
for the room.
"We could increase the
snack bar." Jerry Clark,
associate director of food
service said, if we had the
facility to do so We have a
lot of plans, the problem is
whether we can finance it or
not."

Bag the News —

There is not an accurate
count of the number of
students using the two
rooms, Clark said, but there
are customer receipts from
the cash register
Approximately 600
students use the Amani and
700 use the Mid-Am daily It
is higher on the weekends.
Clark explained
"These snack bars have
allowed us to offer
something not another
college in the country haswhere a student can eat
from 7 am to 1 am the
next morning." he added

Military display mobile
By JIB Cordaro
soon
mililocal
their

These moving displays
will go to schools and fairs.
Friess said. He said he
hopes the museum will be
able to travel outside the
county and even move
nationwide

Plans to transform the old
Wood County Nursing Home
into a mobile military
museum are continuing
under the guidance of
Harold Friess of Bowling
Green and two other men

THE MUSEUM will gene
rate an interest in old military historical objects of any
service or combat unit, from
any past time period, Friess
said

The museum, which will
display military items from
all aspects of the armed services, is an attempt to find a
"centralized place for these
types of items without
letting past history be
destroyed." Friess said

Memorabilia will include
such items as guns,
uniforms, medals, knives,
maps, machinery, typewriters, old letters, tanks
and trucks Anything with
any military value will be
displayed

The Mobile Military Museum. Inc. is a non-profit,
public educational foundation entirely separate from
the Wood County Historical
Society. Friess said

Friess said artifacts for
the proposed museum will
come from donations by
private citizens or retail outlets, ar will be purchased by
the museum Some items

Bowling Green may
be the site of a national
tary museum if three
military buffs have
way

will be displayed while they
are on loan from other
sources, he said
At first the participants
were leary of locating the
museum in Bowling (ireen
because of possible negative
college feelings against the
military. Friess said But he
said there is an interest here
and that hopefully the
museum will generate jobs
as well as stimulate total
community involvement
Wood County Commissioners have guaranteed the
museum space in the old
Wood County Nursing
Home. Friess said, and the
museum should be open
within the next year "even if
it's strictly mobile and we
have to build our own
buildings "
The museum, which will
be tree and open to the
public, is located at 13660
County Home Road

then recycle it,
this Saturday behind Moseley Hall

10% OFF V^krf
Women's and Men's SHOES
TONIGHT, 7-10 p.m.
COLLEGE NIGHT at
Lasalle's

the BG NEWS has a desperate need...
for an advertising sales representative!
Pick up cash while you gain invaluable work experience.
If you are a freshman or sophomore with a major or
minor in marketing, public relations, or general business
you may apply at the BG NEWS office, 106 University Hall,
between hours of 9-4, before Fri., Dec. 5, 1974.
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The Department of Romance Languages }
Wishes To Thank

$

Those who attended and contributed to J
J The Annual Scholarship Benefit Dinner
}
Held At La Maison Francaise
$

On Saturday, November 23,1974

W^ *p

J.D. MADAR CLOTHIERS
FABULOUS

J

CHRISTMAS
COLLEGE NIGHT
TONIGHT 6 TO 9:30 P.M.
FREE REFRESHMENTS
FREE GIFTS
FREE GIFT WRAP
* CHARGE TONIGHT - ,F YOU QUALIFY*
* BIG SELECTION OF MENS GIFTS
* SPECIAL DEALS

KAPPA SIGMA
CONGRA TULA TES
ITS NEW OFFICERS
President • Rick Huber
Vice Pres. • Bill Blazer
Master Ceremonies - Pat Rothgery
Secretary ■ John Walker
Treasurer - Dewey Patterson
Social • Scott Hewson
Steward - Scott Ebright
Rush - Jim Zeller
Pledge Master ■ Jack Flick
Athletics • Dana Pumpa
I.F.C. - Jim Parenica
House Mgr. - Bruce Cady
Scholarship • Tim Geisbuhler
Lil Sis Adv. - Dana First
Guards • Glenn Blackburn
Nick Heggy
Public Rel. - Nick Heggy
Alumni • Gary Graff
BA - Kent Coppins
Thanks, Old Men On A
Job Well Done

GLOVES reg.600

TON.GHT3

STRASSI KNITS,

20%

88

OFF

FISHERMAN KNIT SWEATERS
SHAWL COLLAR, T-NECK, CREW, CARDIGAN
Reg. 2500

TONIGHT ONLY 1888

Reg. 2200

T0NIGHT0NLY1688

00

TONIGHT ONLY 1588

Reg. 21

OTHER BARGAINS TOO!
1 dreamt I was a triple chicle shake
•«. ••II-.— *.<•...,

J. 0. Madar Clothnrs has many charge options that you may un. Wa have thra* national bank cards •
Bankameneard. Mastarcharft and Dinars Club. You may also use our J.D. Madar revolving chart* with
up to tan months to pay. II you do not havt a J.D. Madar Char(a Account ask about datails how you
may optn a charge tonight. It can be dona but you must qualify. Ask us. we're amious to serve you.

DISLIKE SOMEBODY? GIVE HIM AN
"ft YOU" m. ONLY AT....

|4T
1050 1 MAIN
1470 E. WOOSTER

//

THE GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHIER

•^

109 South Main, Bowling Green,Ohio
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Talk show host shares
chance to communicate
By Lerralae Jameson
Staff Reporter
"What do you do if you
have squirrels in your basement?"
Questions like that don't
surprise Jon Currie. host of
"Rap." a nighttime talk
show on WOHO radio in
Toledo.
"People just call me up
and talk about anything they
want to." said Currie. a
Ph.D. student in speech
here. "It's an incredible
opportunity to communicate
with a great deal of people
at once."
Currie hosts the talk show
five nights a week from
midnight to5 a.m.
His topics range from
politics to the Bible, as well
as the often-mentioned
subject of marriage
"I had the opportunity to
talk a 15 year old girl out of
getting married once."
Currie said
But to demonstrate that
he harbors no anti-nuptial
beliefs. Currie may host a
marriage on his show The
couple are Citizen's Band
radio operators

"THE MAN calls himself
the Purple Pickle' and the
woman calls herself
Almond Joy' " while on the
radio. Currie said

up personality when they
call. "I get people who call
up in character. I used to get
a guy that called up with a
fake Mexican accent."

He said one woman
decided to adopt him as her
son "I call her 'Mom' when
she calls. One time she
snuck to ihr station and
brought me a bunch of
roses."

His job has rewards in
addition to the financial
benefits, Currie said. "I'm
getting a chance to voice an
opinion on the airwaves five
hours a night. You can communicate one thought to
thousands of people It's like
electronic ESP." he said.

Currie said he believes
many people call him on the
radio because they feel
alienated. "We are constantly being alienated by
everything around us This
show gives people an opportunity to participate in the
media. The callers are the
show, "be said.
Currie said he receives a
lot of calls from both old
people and young people.
"I talk to a lot of women
whose husbands work the
third shift and need a reassuring voice. The voice in
the night can fill a gap in
people," he said.
HE SAID HE believes the
media frighten many people
and they have to use a cover-

Classes and his job at the
radio station keep Currie
busy "Sometimes I go for 30
hours without sleeping I see
my wife about two hours
everyday "
Despite the pressure,
Currie said he plans to
continue in communications.
He said he feels the media
control our lives and he
wants to be a part of the
process.
"I love it. I hope I can stay
in media forever." he said.
"I have this insane desire to
communicate with people."
Currie said he eventually
hopes to have a talk show on
the television, an "intellectual Johnny Carson Show."

Drop/add in progress
Although there has been some delay
due to recent weather conditions, all
partial schedules have been mailed to
students' local addresses
Scheduling for these students is being
held in the Dogwood Suite. Union, today
and tomorrow Since the University was
closed last Monday, additional drop-add
times have been scheduled, including 9
a.m.-4p.m Saturday.

Students may phone the Office of the
Registrar (372-20061 from 6-9 p.m
tonight for assistance in completing
their schedules.
Complete schedules for winter quarter
will be mailed to home addresses at the
endol this week.
The mailing of spring quarter
schedules is being planned for the end of
January, however complete details are
not vet available

Radio rap

Jon Cutti* enjoy* communicating with people and expressing
his views on WOHO'i "Rap", a Toledo radio station talk
•how.

Vote rules Rocky in running
WASHINGTON (AP) The
Senate Rules Committee
declared yesterday that its
probe of Vice Presidentdesignate Nelson A Rockefeller turned up "no bar or
impediment which would
disqualify him" even though
he displayed poor judgment
at times.
The committee already
had voted 9 to 0 on Nov. 22 to
recommend lull Senate
approval next Tuesday, but
its formal report nonetheless raised several questions
it said should be considered
before the final tally.
THE GREATEST of all. it
said, is the implication
raised "in the potential
wedding ol great wealth and
business interests with great
political power, the totality
of which has been
unmatched "
The House Judiciary
Committee, meanwhile,
continued its own hearings
on the other side of the

Capitol and heard Rockefeller's brother Laurance
disclose yet another loan
made at Nelson's initiative.
Laurance S. Rockefeller
said he advanced $30,000 to
William Miller, then the
national Republican chairman, in 1961.
"SINCE I DID not know
Mr. Miller, and since Nelson
did. I can only assume that I
loaned him the money at
Nelson's suggestion," he
said
Neither Rockefeller had
mentioned the Miller loan in
the earlier Senate hearings,
and Hep Jerome Waldie IDCalif l declared the disclosure "symbolic of the
trouble we've had" in the
investigations.
"The only way we get the
truth is by probing,
prodding, and insisting."
Waldie said.
Laurance Rockefeller said
he had no direct memory of
the loan, which was paid

STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND ALL OTHERS
"SKI THE SUMMIT"

SKI COLORADO
MARCH 23,30, SPRING BREAK
Trip includes: Round trip jet Toledo-Denver; 7-nights
lodging; 6-day lift ticket good at Copper ML, Breckenridge, and Keystone ML; Ground transportation Denver to Keystone and between ski areas.

'282
(May have a fuel surcharge imposed by airlines oi business)
DEADLINE: January 13. 19/5

PICKUP INFORMATION: Dept of HPE 200 Memorial Hall

or call Dick Bowers 372-2192.

Open 4:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.
ferine finals week

back in three years by
Miller, and had discovered
records of it after the Senate
hearings were completed

He tentatively plans a
committee vote next Tuesday, the same day ol the
confirmation roll call in tin
Senate.

CHAIRMAN PETER
Rodino
UN .1
of the
House committee said
Nelson Rockefeller would be
recalled as a witness today
in what he hopes will be the
final day of hearings

The Senate committee's
report said it had focused its
probe in five possible conflict-of-interest areas
Rockefeller's vast fortune,
his federal taxes, the political contributions ol the

Nixon offered to soften
aides' exit with money
PROSECUTOR Richard
Ben-Veniste disclosed the
offer by asking Haldeman
"Is it not a fact that in a
conversation between you
and President Nixon. I'rcsi
dent Nixon told you that
there was a fund available in
cash that could be made
available to you alter you
leave the White House, for
your benefit and expenses
$200,000 to $300,000 that
somehow was provided by
persons who were given
favored treatment over the
years'1''
Haldeman replied
I
recall a general corner-.i
tion like that."

HALDEMAN AND Ehrlichman. both defendants in
the cover-up trial, resigned
as Nixon's top aides in April.
1973. in the midst of a series
of accusations that high
White House officials had
attempted to hide White
House and Nixon re-election
committee involvement in
the 1972 Watergate breakin.
Haldeman. under crossexamination, admitted that
the offer was made several
times but that he didn't
accept it He said he
resented the implication

BEN VENISTE then read
from a transscript of a conversation Nixon had with
Haldeman and Khrlichman
on April 17. 1973-less than
two weeks before th< .r
resignations- in which Nixon
said that giving them the
monev would be no strain.

FALCON PIZZA
&

MINI SUB SHOP

FREE^EUVERY
Pizza
9"-12"-14"
Sausage, Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Peppers,
Onions, Beef, Ham, Bacon & Black Olives

SUBS-13 Kinds
HOT or COLD
Roast Beef
Mixed Meat

Ham
Ham & Cheese
Bologna
Bologna & Cheese
Salami
Salami & Chats*
Cheese

Contact CPT. Thomas 0. Whipple
ARMY ROTC DEPARTMENT
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
372-2477 or stop in at Room 157
Memorial Hall for details

<

it doesn t come out ol me I
nevei intended to use (he
money
Hen Veniste -.nil the offei
tends lo show there was an
agreement
thai Nixon
Haldeman and Ehrlichman
would all protect each other
QUESTIONED by I S
District Judge John.I Sirica
about the material!!] oj
bringing up that converu
tion. Ben Veniste said thai
under the agreement
Haldeman wenl up lo the
Senate Select Watergate
committee and continued
the cover-up
He said ii tended to show
that Haldeman and Khrlichman knew NlXOn would
help them financially il
thev needed H
It brought protests from
both d< Ii ndants lawyers
and Hen Veniste said
1
never -aid II waa
accepted they all under
SIOIHI it in Ihiseonu \i
At that point Haldeman
said that it seems to DM I
highly unsavory eonnota
tion" had been raised

352-1215

Ewfy wfs completed
half of Army ROTC.
Nowconsider the last half.
It's a better deal!
enjoy the prestige, pay and challenge of an
officer. (Your time in the service counts for
longevity and retirement for either active
or the Reserve.) Or, you can put the
leadership skills learned in ROTC to work
for you in civilian life.
Army ROTC's got a lot going for it.
Particularly for veterans. It's worth
checking into!
Army ROTC. The more you look at it,
the better it looks.

that was being left with the
jury

WASHINGTON lAPlFormer president Richard
M. Nixon told aides H R
Haldeman and John D.
Ehrlichman when they were
leaving the White House that
they could have $200,000 to
$300,000 from a special cash
fund, the Watergate coverup trial jury was told yesterday
The money came from
people who had received
favored treatment from the
Nixon administration.

HPE CREDIT AVAILABLE

Your time in any of the services counts
as constructive credit for the first 2 years
of Army ROTC. That makes you eligible
for the Advanced Course. There are several
reasons why that can be a good deal.
For openers, you get $100 a month (for
up to 10 months a year) while you take
Advanced ROTC. This is in addition to all
your Veteran's benefits.
It keeps more options open. You earn
your degree and a commission at the same
time. You can apply for Active Duty to

entire family, his large
loans and gifts in associates,
and his connection with
publication ol .in unlavor
able biography about a poll
tical opponent
But none ol those
concerns u uld proved
enough to difqiMlif) the
former New York governoi
from the vie. presidenc)
when weighed against the
totality of hiscareei

Hot Sausage
Hot Meatballs
Tuna Salad
Chicken Salad

Mini

Large

•1.30
•1.30
*1.25
•1.30
•1.25
•1.30
•1.25
•1.30
•1.05
•1.15
•1.15
•1.15
•1.15

•1.85
•1.85
•1.75
•1.85
•1.75
•1.85
•1.75
•1.85

352-1215

•135
•1.70
•1.70
•1.70
•1.70
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YOU'RE INVITED

CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS

DECEMBER 5,1974
7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.
BLOUSE & SHIRT

SWEATER & VEST

SALE

SALE

APPLY and CHARGE TONIGHT
FAMOUS MAKER
COORDINATES

DRESS
SALE

BALI SENSUALE

BRAS

REG. 11.00 & 12.00
ASSORTED PRINTS TO CHOOSE FROM
IN
NYLON DIACETATE

799

NOW 1

PANT SALE

REG. 12.00

PULLOVERS IN SOLIDS & PLAIDS

6"

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF
CHOOSE FROM SKIRTS, TOPS, PANTS,
JACKETS. ALL MACHINE WASHABLE IN
ASST. COLORS & SIZES.

ORIG. 9.00 TO 30.00

REG. 11.00 TO 14.00

NOW V

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

RIDA
BODY SHIRTS
PLACKET FRONT AND TURTLENECK STYLES
ALL FALL FASHION COLORS
IN S, M, L

COMPARE AT 7.00 EACH

2/aoo

ONLY fc/ W
4.99 EACH

NOW 4.""

SALE 3" TO 23"

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

MAIN FLOOR - SPORTSWEAR

MARCHIONESS

KNEE50CKS

PANT SOCKS
CHOOSE FROM
SANDALFOOT, REINFORCED TOE, ANKLET
BEIGE, TAUPE, COFFEE, BROWN, NAVY

OPAQUE
COMP. AT 1.35
NOW 3/2.85 • 99* PR.

CABLE KNIT
REG. 3/2.50

COMP. AT 1.55

NOW 3/3.30-1.15 PR.

ONLY 0/ 1

CHOOSE FROM NAVY, BROWN, BLACK,
HUNTER, BURGUNDY, WHITE

CHOOSE FROM A VARIETY OF COLORS
AND STYLES. BROKEN SIZES.

ORIG. 4.50 TO 6.50

2/fioo

ONLY fc/ V

2ND FLOOR - FOUNDATIONS

100% ACRYLIC

CARDIGAN
SWEATERS
ALL FIRST QUALITY IN ASST. COLORS IN
S-M-L ALL MACHINE WASHABLE.

ORIG. 8.00 TO 10.00

PORTABLE

JUNIOR PANTS

JUNIORS JUNIORS

JUNIORS

BEAN BAG

ASST. STYLES, COLORS AND PATTERNS

ALBEROY
BANLON TURTLENECK

BRONSON BRUSHED

ALL IN LONG SLEEVE AND FALL COLORS

SWEATSHIRTS

REG. 27.99

88

ONLY

ONLY 5

12

100% COTTON HOODED WITH ZIP FRONT
IN ASST. COLORS

ORIG. 13.00

* §m

099

NOW 0

2ND FLOOR - DOMESTICS

MENS

FLANNEL
NECKWEAR SPORT SHIRTS
A HUGE ASSORTMENT OF MENS NECKWEAR

IDEAL XMAS GIFT

• MACHINE WASHABLE IN PLAIDS

PRINTS, SOLIDS, STRIPES. PATTERNS

COMP. AT 6.50 TO 7.50

• LONG SLEEVES
• 100% COTTON IN S. M, L, XL
• MACHINE WASHABLE

MAIN FLOOR - CENTER AISLE

DENIM PANTS
WESTERN STYLING
SIZES 513
RUST, BROWN, GREEN, BLUE

OR 2/7

50

■

2ND FLOOR-FASHIONS

FAMOUS MAKER ,
COSTUME JEWELRY 1

1/2 off
CHOOSE FROM NECKLACES, BRACELETS
PINS, EARRINGS

NOW

yy

TO

lu

MENS

DRESS SHIRTS
POLYESTER/COTTON BLEND IN
PERMANENT PRESS. SPREAD COLLAR
WITH BUTTON CUFF. SOLIDS AND
FANCIES. SIZES 14'/? TO 17. 32 TO 35
LENGTH.

C99
NOW W
S-ML-XL-2ND FLOOR

REG. 9.00

REG. 13.00

C99

099

NOW W

ONLY W

MENS

YOUNG MENS

FAMOUS MAKER

FAMOUS MAKER

BLAZERS & SUITS

JEANS

CHOOSE FROM ASST BLAZERS AND
CORDUROY URSTED SUITS
LIMITED QUANTITY
BROKEN SIZES IN 38-44

STRAIGHT AND FLARE LEG DENIM
JEANS, WESTERN STYLING. ALL NAVY
DENIM IN 29-36 WAIST.

SLACKS
ALL DOUBLE KNIT SLACKS
OF 100% POLYESTER
• SOLIDS AND FANCIES
• SIZES 32-42

ORIG. 25.00 TO 75.00

099

099

REG. 14.00

NOW ONLY

ONLY V

ONLY 3"

777
AND

REG. 10.00

• PERMANENT PRESS

CHOOSE FROM

■

1 59
no
OR %J!
EACH

MAIN FLOOR - CENTER AISLE

HEAVY WET LOOK VINYL - EASY WIPE
CLEAN IN BLACK, BROWN, RED AND
YELLOW.

i44
ONLY

IDEAL CHRSTMAS GIFTS
ORIG. 2.00 TO 20.00

NOW2/10°°

MAIN FLOOR-CENTER AISLE

ORIG. 12.00 TO 14.00

SAVE 50% to 80% ON
TWO SPECIAL DRESS GROUPS.
MANY STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM
SIZES 10-20 AND 14W-24M

M

6". 9"
TONIGHT AT LASALLE*S
ONLY

■

ONLY W
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Forum eyes graduate student role
By Lyra Degas
Dr. Charles Leone, dean of
the graduate school, met
with Graduate Student
Senate (CSS) Tuesday in the
lint of a series of forums
designed to better acquaint
the Senate with University
administrators.
The discussion focused on
the role of the graduate student and the direction the

Senate should take in the
coming year.
Dr. Leone made several
suggestions to the Senate,
including a request for more
money from the Budget subsouncil for next year.
Possible uses for the
money, according to Dr.
Leone, could be the establishment of a permanent
office to assist graduate students with problems and

Improvement of efforts to
find students jobs after
graduation.
DR. LEONE also discussed possible means of
easing the graduate students' school fees.
He suggested graduate
students ask their respective
departments to increase stipends, similar to the
increases received by

faculty each year. He also
mentioned the possibility of
getting out-of-state fees
waived for graduate students.
Dr. Leone urged the GSS
to coordinate an effort
requiring all University
departments to make
teaching or research a prerequisite for admission to
graduate school or (or
receiving a stipend.

Project seeks minority students
By Doanell White
Project Search, a program designed to increase the
number of minority graduate students, will be in full
swing next year, according to Director Peace Champion.
"Next year we are going all out in an effort to recruit
qualified minority graduate candidates to enroll in
approximately 12 academic departments that now have
no minority graduate students.'' Champion said
Project Search is part of an affirmative action
program inplemented by the University to equalize the
numbers of black and white students at both graduate
and undergraduate levels.
"PROJECT SEARCH communicates with various
minority candidates and encourages them to apply for
admission and assistantships here at the University."
said Champion.
The program uses various minority graduate listing
services to locate and correspond with possible students
in Ohio and other states

"Delay is trouble." Champion said, "because we lose
qualified minority graduates to other schools. The
demand for these students is high."
Although most departments try to recruit minority
students on their own, Champion said about 90 per cent of
the 80 minority graduate students now enrolled have
come through Project Search
"The drop-out rate for these students is very low."
Champion said. "Those that do drop-out usually do so
because of personal problems or to seek employment.
CHAMPION SAID that Project Search hopes to
explore the possibilities of obtaining outside funds to
bring in minority students.
The University graduated 24 minority graduate
students last August.
Project Search's office was recently moved into the
Student Development Office. 424 Student Services Bldg.,
to provide more interaction with prospective minority
graduate students.

Tunisia gives hijackers to PLO
By The Associated Press
An informed guerrilla
source said yesterday that
Tunisia has changed its
mind and will let the Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO) try the four gunmen
who hijacked a British airliner and killed a West
German passenger.
In another development,
the Arab newspaper Al
Hayat quoted Saudi Arabia's
defense minister. Prince
Sultan bin Abdul Aziz, as
saying his country has concluded an tMO-mtllion deal

with France to improve the
Saudi tank corps and is
shopping in the United
States for other arms.
THE HIJACKERS were
members of a dissident
Palestinian
faction that
hijacked the plane with 47
persons aboard in the
Persian Gulf sheikdom of
Dubai 10 days ago.
They surrendered to Tunisian authorities last week
after receiving a promise
they would not be handed
over to the PLO. which
condemned their action.

If the PLO actually tries
the hijackers it will be the
first such tribunal held.
Palestinian
terrorists,
including the eight who
killed two American diplomats and a Belgian envoy in
Khartoum. Sudan last year,
have been handed over to
the PLO in Cairo, but never
have come to trial.
IN RIYADH, diplomatic
sources said the Saudis went
to the French for tanks after
the United States, previously the chief arms

supplier to Saudi Arabia,
refused to sell them its
newest model tank, the N60.
It was not known what the
Saudi mission currently in
the United States is seeking.
On Israel's front with
Syria, military sources
reported the Israelis have
finished building a line of
fortifications across the
Golan Heights.
The Jerusalem Post said
the fortifications cost $50
million and a "massive
effort" was made to complete the defenses before
winter set in.

PARTIAL SCHEDULE?

Under these conditions,
graduate students' income
would be exempt from
taxes. This exemption
cannot be sought until the
requirement is Universitywide, said Dr. Leone.
SEVERAL STUDENTS
questioned Dr. Leone about
the language requirement
for degree programs. He
explained that the requirement is part of the curriculum that received
approval
from North
Central evaluation, and
would not be changed.

local briefs . . . .
Christmas tree

"We have just become a
mature University capable
of running its own affairs in
July 1973." Dr. Leone said
"We cannot change our
policies so soon."

The planting of the traditional Christmas tree will be
held at 7 tonight at the University Oval. The tree which
will be lighted is a 16-foot Black Hill spruce donated by
Milt Boxley through the Spirits and Traditions Board of
the Student Government Association.

When asked his reaction to
GSS members receiving
compensation for their participation. Dr. Leone said be
would be open to the idea
and
suggested
officers
submit such a proposal to
the Graduate Council.

UAO movies
The Union Activities Organization rescheduled its
brown bag movies for today. The movies originally were
scheduled for Tuesday.
The films will be shown for an hour beginning at 11
a.m. and at noon in 220 Math-Sciences Bldg.

The type of compensation
the officers would receive
has not been determined.

Faculty dinner
The greek-faculty dinner that was scheduled for
tonight, has been postponed indefinitely. All faculty
members who were invited to fraternity and sorority
houses will be notified of the new date when the dinner is
rescheduled.

Rhodes moves ahead
with transition plans

Greek Cypriots

COLUMBUS (AP)-Govelect James A. Rhodes
returned to his desk yesterday after a two-week
Florida vacation as his
organization moved ahead
toward establishing a transitional government.

A disagreement between
Gilligan's aides and Secretary of State Ted W. Brown
over the role of witnesses
during the recount was
delaying the request, a
spokesman for the governor
said.

The situation in Cyprus will be discussed today at 3
p.m. in 300 Moseley Hall by two Harvard Law School
students, both of whom are Greek Cypriots.
The discussion will be sponsored by the Council of
World Affairs, a Toledo-based political science group.

Faced with continued
uncertainty over the timing
of a recount of his contest
with Democrat Gov. John J
Gilligan.
Rhodes has
decided to gear up planning
for his administration.
"You've got to begin
moving," said a Rhodes
aide

DAVID YOUNG, an
attorney representing
Gilligan. has been pressing
Brown
to authorize
witnesses
to challenge
ballots they believe are
questionable.

Students wishing to take the Professional and Administrative Career Examinations (PACE) to be given on
campus Thursday and Friday, Jan. 23-24. must apply for
the test by Dec 20 at the Placement Office

HIS FORMER finance
director. Howard L. Collier,
set up shop with a small
staff on the 11th floor of the
State Office Tower. Collier,
vice president for the
finance of the Toledo
Medical College, is studying
budgetary proposals for the
next biennium.
Gilligan was expected to
formally request a recount
of his apparent defeat by
less than 5 per cent, today
or tomorrow.

PACE

Fact Line

Asst. Secretary of State
James Marsh yesterday
reiterated Brown's position
that local officials conducting the count had discretion over the rights of
witnesses

Fact Line set a new record Monday for phone calls
received in a 24-hour period. Operators accepted 2.215
calls from students and employes whose major concerns
seemed to be when the University would re-open
Fact Lines previous single day record had been 1,673
calls

PRACTICALLY speaking.
Marsh said, "it wouldn't be
too unusual for a witness to
bring a questionable ballot
to the attention of the
counters. But he has no right
to be a participant or impede
or delay the count. He
doesn't have a right to challenge."

Physics lecture
Waldon Mertz. graduate student, will present a talk.
"Conversations between Bohr and Einstein." at 2 p.m.
Friday. 269 Overman Hall

Film course
The popular culture department has reinstated its
course on the American musical film for winter quarter.
The course will Include a 15-film history of the screen
musical that encompasses films made from 1930-1956 It
is listed as Popular Culture 250.

"Are You Going To The DELTA
GAMMA Christmas Party or Not?"

Take advantage of the chance to add a little education to your schooling! These
Philosophy courses still have a few openings left.

3695
3696
3697
3703
3700
3701
3702
3704
3705
3694
3679
3690

America Thought
Phil, of Religion
Asian Religions
Medical Ethics
Philosophy of Law
19th Century Phil.
Nature of Freedom
Distributive Justice
Phil of Behavioral Science
History of Medieval Phil.
Aethetics
Man and Society
Intro to Philosophy
Ethics
Logic

Phil 315
Phil 317
Phil 323
Phil 342
Phil B340
Phil C340
Phil D340
Phil 425
Phil 432
Phil 311
Phil 204
Phil 207
Phil 101
Phil 202
Phil 205

11MTRF
2MTW,1F
5:30-7:30 P.M., TR
10-12 TF
1MTW, 12 F
9TWRF
3MWR.2F
10MTRF
7:30-9:30 P.M., MW
12MTWR
12MTWR
7:30-9:30 P.M., TR

FOR DETAILS - CALL 2-2117
Sorry, Other Winter Term Philosophy Courses Are Closed!

f^UAo)

2nd ANNUAL

BIG 9
STUDY
BREAK

y

Sunday, Dec. 8 - 7=00
9-PIN NO-TAP BOWLING TOURNAMENT

&
9-BALL SINGLE ELIMINATION BILLARDS
TAKE TIME OUT
BEFORE FINALS
TO ENJOY YOURSELF

"What Do You Mean You
Have A Saturday Night Class?"

Buckeye
Room
Union

A TROPHY WILL BE
AWARDED TO THE
WINNER IN EACH EVENT
COST $1.75 BOWLING
$1.00 • BILLIARDS

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
PAYS TOP PRICES
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS

RE6.8"S0BSMJPWICH
C*I.7Q>

ONLV

BRING 'EM T0:>

STUDENT
BOOK EXCHANGE

$

THURSDAYS
5-1.2.

530 E. WOOSTER ST.

•Cha«3«k ••»•»» -S*Umi -Uftvt*-

SBX ALSO PAYS TOP WHOLESALE PRICES ON MARKETABLE

A*r#3
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
"Mort Books For Your Money -More Money For You. Books"

m

'OMM

•RcM*.

-TM**»

minimum dekvery Is $1.50

mm

PH.35Z-757I
lOOHS.rMlH

.
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Rundgren intends to alter popular music
Review by
David Faaekay
As the musical (ragmentation of the 70s
continues, we are given the
chance to see an incredible
variety of approaches to the
business of making records
Since no one style or type
of performer has been able
to get a strangle-hold on the
charts in recent years,
record companies seem to
be willing to let anyone give
it a try.
Thus, we find an incredible variety of artistic
stances evidenced in the
works of current recording
artists. These range from
that of the megalomaniac
who seems intent on
transforming popular music
to suit his own specifications, to the more
traditional
serious
musician, to the madcap
who takes it all as a joke.
TODD

RUNDGREN

is

presently emerging as
America's leader in the
megalomaniac category
He appears to be determined to affect the course of
popular music, and has
worked himself into a
position where be can
conceivably do it
His work as a producer is
touching the music of an
increasing number of
popular artists. Sometimes,
his influence seems totally
to alter the identity of his
clients as in the case of
Daryl Hall and John Dates
Kven when he doesn't
have this great an influence,
he manages to put his stamp
on the act's work-as in the
case of Grand Funk
Now. Rundgren is using
the money and recognition
he has garnered from his
production work to draw
attention to his personal
musical ambitions. These
are currently embodied in
Todd Rundgren's Utopia''
(BearsvilleBR6954l

This is a bright and
ambitious record. It is a far
cry from the music that won
Rundgren his small, but
loyal following when he
scored AM radio hits with "I
Saw the Light'' and "Hello.
It's Me."
WHEREAS those hits
gave Rundgren a reputation
as a master craftsman of
light pop tunes. "Utopia"
establishes him in the
forefront of the avanteguarde rock movement
It is a record as complex
and difficult to grasp as the
works of art-rockers like
Yes and electric jazzmen
like the Mahavishnu
Orchestra
"Utopia " gives the
listener nearly an hour's
worth of constantly seething
music.
The sound is dominated by
the three musicians Rundgren has assembled to play
the keyboards and synthesizers It is dense and

constantly moving-carried
by the intertwining melody
lines created by the
keyboards
As a musician. Rundgren
is surprisingly difficult to
isolate His intent on this
album seems to be to serve
as the maestro of his own
rock symphony He plays his
guitar, but his influence is
felt more in the music he
has written and the control
he exerts as the band's
leader and record producer
"Utopia" is a record for
the serious listener. It
masterfully strikes a
balance between the rigid
control of Baroque music
and (he anarchy of everyday
life. Rundgren gives us a
taste of each, showing that
he can master both
THE BANDS that are presently coming out of
America's southland tend to
be made up of musicians
who take their music

seriously, but don't want to
clutter it up with a great
deal of innovation.
With the exception of
people like Black Oak
Arkansas, these musicians
merely seem to want to use
existing song forms and
become the best musicians
possible within these forms
They celebrate their roots
and seek to memorialize
them with each record
The Marshall Tucker
Band is no exception to this
notion One thing does distinguish them from the run
of their southern counter
parts, however
Unlike the Allmans and
Wet Willie, this band does
not find its roots in the blues
and rhythm and blues forms
Marshall Tucker draws its
identity from a country and
western background
WITH "Where We All
Belong" (Capricorn 2C
01451, Marshall Tucker gives
a perfect idea of what a

country/rock fusion should
sound like It is the best
anyone has been able to
achieve since the Grateful
Dead released
Workingman's Dead "
This two-record set is a
total delight for anyone who
has any feeling at all for
country music.
Sides one and two were
recorded in the studio The
music is a perfect blend of
traditional country themes
and instrumental approaches, with the incessant. ' rolling rhythms
that are associated with the
work of the early Allman
Brothers
Sides three and four
present the band live. Here.
Marshall Tucker can be
heard stretching out more
as a hard-edged rock group
The tracks on these two
sides show a little more of
the band's blues influences.
This is particularly true
during the extended jams
which recall the highpoinls

of the Allman's live
Fillmore set
This set shows a
maximum of easy-going
grace and taste Not one
song could be counted as a
throwaway. and the band
gives each composition a
treatment that I cannot
picture any better.
THIS ALBUM should
handily place Marshall
Tucker at the top of Capricorn's list of southern
talents
While Rundgren and
Marshall Tucker take music
seriously, although to differing degrees. Scotland's Alex
Harvey makes a farce of it.
His latest album, "The
Impossible Dream"
(Vertigo VEL 20001 is a
wacky excursion in barroom
burlesque
On this album, this 39year-old madcap displays
more wit than rock music
has seen since Alice Cooper

gave up the comic for the
bizarre.
„
In the course of this one,.,
recording. Harvey manages ^
to lampoon every popular i
western musical style of the „
20th century-from lMO's j
jazz to 1970s heavy metal. .
The lyrics he writes are
outrageous The voice with i
which he sings them equally;,
is outrageous And, of
course, the Sensational Alex
Harvey Band, which lays
down the instrumental
foundation, is outrageous.
The sum effect of "The
Impossible Dream" is
impossible to describe It Is
either a monumental mating
of music and humor, or just
one more rock and roll
travesty.
I personally lean in the
direction of the former
conclusion. This is an album
for the person who can
loosen his musical involvement enough to sit back and
laugh at the whole notion of
art and pop music herns

Fripp parallels Miles Davis
as complexity enters music
Review by
Frank Joknon

Even though it may seem
ludicrous to many of you. I
see King Crimson's Robert
Fripp as a counterpart to
jazz trumpeter Miles Davis
Both men started their
respective careers by doing
melodic, beautiful pieces
while perfecting their
instruments Fripp was
working on the guitar before
he added mellotron
In the later years of each
musician, their music has
lost its simple melody
identification to go into
complex.
somewhat
unstable experimentation,
They have become very
important in their fields,
each working with the best
of back-up musicians and
leaving a (rail to influence
those following
Fripp has been with King
Crimson since the group's
beginning in 1968 Their first
album. "In the Court of the
Crimson King." featured
Greg Lake. Pete Sinfield.
Ian McDonald, and Mike
Giles
THE MUSIC then was
pure melody, simple and
beautiful, which helped

make the title track a
classic
Eight years and seven
albums later (including a
live album that was never
released in this country I.
the Crimson group has been
reduced to three Fripp is
the only survivor from the
early days The group broke
up before their last album
was released
The album. "Red"
(Atlantic 18110). is a fitting
end for the group, since it
shows parts of the years that
have gone by Crimson's
recent trend, which is percussion-oriented, is mixed
with some of the softer,
older music as well.
The title track explains
the Crimson-Fripp development of the last few years
It is hard-driving percussion, with slow
lumbering bass line, and
Fripp's harsh almost omnipresent guitar. The sparce
melody is repeated again
and again until an
unexpected end when it
moves into "Fallen Angel.'
THIS ONE features vocalist-bassist John Wetton.
who was with Family before
he joined Crimson. There is

not too much change
between the two tracks,
really A King Crimson
technique is used here since
Wetton's backed by a
mellotron--an
expected
trademark
"One More Red Night
mare" follows, with much
more fierceness including
hand clapping, percussion
from Bill Bruford (formerly
with Yes) and saxophone
work from McDonald, one of
the original Crimson group
Side two has the instrumental "Providence" which
starts off very, very softly
with violin notes from David
Cross, another former
member of Crimson.
At least half of the track's
eight minutes Is a mixture of
Cross and Fripp's guitar
flirtations The other half is
percussion and bass, which
add to the hard ending
The best and longest cut of
the album, is "Starless."
which should have been the
title track to their last
album. "Starless and Bible
Black."
Wetton's vocals reflect
the way that Crimson
started out--with the
mellotron filling out the
melody
Also, former
Crimson member Mel

Solor eclipse visible soon
NEW YORK (API-Friday
the 13th this month will be a
good day for sky watchers: a
partial solar eclipse for
most of North America in
the morning and a meteor
shower that night
AFTER SUNSET that
night, the sky should be lit
up with "shooting" or
"falling stars -particles of
matter burning up as they
enter
the
earth's
atmosphere
Called the Geminids."
the meteors, radiating from
the constellation Gemini,
will increase in intensity
during the night
They will reach a peak in
early morning hours
Saturday, with perhaps as
many as 80 visible an hour.

The average should be 50 an
hour
THE ECLIPSE, which
begins in New York City at
9:25 am EST. will be
visible in North America
except in the Northwest.
No area on earth will see a
total eclipse. Maximum
coverage. 83 per cent,
occurs at Pangnirtung.
Baffin Island. Canada
The eclipse will be visible
for about three hours at
locations of maximum
duration, such as Boston.
New York. Miami. Cleveland, and Chicago.
EXTENT OF coverage at
mid-point will be Boston 67
per cent. New York 65.
Miami 37. Chicago (1. St.

NEED SERVICE
ON YOUR
STEREO?
Leave it with

SOUND ASSOCIATES
over Christmas break!

I
> You can hear us evervwhere!
(419) 3544322 • 352-8750
248 South Main Street, Bowling Grton. Ohio
0—imaMi rm, IOAK W«PM smew 10AM.»5J0PK

Louis 54. Houston 32. Denver
43, Butte 48. Tucson 22.
Seattle 43 and Los Angeles
19.
But watching the partial
eclipse directly can be
dangerous. possibly
resulting in a permanent
loss of vision, warns the
American Optometric
Association.
The association said 134
cases of some vision loss
were reported, and two
persons were totally blinded
by directly watching a total
solar eclipse in 1970.

Collins returns to add sax to
this beginning section of
"Starless."
THE ENDING is a
montage of everything King
Crimson has been for the
past several years
Contained within the last
few moments of the album
are classical qualities as
well as the free-form jazz
influences (hat have
occurred before It does
come a bit recklessly at
first, but it all comes to rest
in place.
King Crimson and Robert
Fripp made it happen many
years ago, as did Miles
Davis. Both are experimenters and influencers in
I he irnr.ic.il worlds I
suppose, that like Davis.
Robert Fripp will be around
for some time to come

■

Snowpeople

Doctor, nurto anal aotient or* tcuepturad tram snow In front.of tho Health
Center. With tomporaturot remaining below fooazing, all are eapected to
lurvive for torn* time to com*. (N*wiphoto by Dan Feicht)

Economists advocate tax cuts for relief
WASHINGTON (APlBroad tax cuts have been
advocated by two leading
administration economists
as a tool to help pull the
nation out of a recession if
the economy can't recover
on its own.
However, both officials
say it's too early to move
ahead with general tax
relief now.
Chairman Alan Greenspan
and William J Fellner.
members of the President's
Council of Economic
Advisers, said the plan
should be pursued as a top
priority if government
stimulation of the economy
becomes necessary.
THEY SAID the tax relief.
if necessary, should be
applied after the economy
hits bottom, which the
administration expects this
spring.
Greenspan characterized
his proposal as purposely
vague "for fear of being

The
Domino
People
are Pizza
People,

interpreted as announcing
some significant change in
this administration's policy.
The Council of Economic
Advisers doesn't make
policy "
MEANWHILE. White
House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen said that President
Ford still regards inflation
as "the real fundamental
cause of the current

recession" and won't drastically alter his economic
policies because "we must
cure inflation once and for
all"
Nessen also said Tuesday
that Ford is frustrated
because Congress has not
quickly adopted his
economic proposals.
Ford has proposed limited
tax relief to ease inflation's
impact on the poor and to

Memorial Hall

It's a great way lo finish your college education in the money, and build a future where
the sky's no limit... as an officer in Ihc Air
Force.

MAKETHEM06TOF1T

STADIUM VIEW
PLAZA

352-5221

gold at public auction on
Jan 6.
At current world prices of
$182.75 per troy ounce, the
total value of the offering
would be about $365.5
million.
However, small buyers
are excluded from the sale
since the gold will be sold
only in 400-ounce bars worth
approximately
873.100
apiece.

Dont let the price of
a college education
stopyous.
The price of a college education is skyrocketing.
Fortunately the Air Force has done something to
catch up with it. For the first time. Ihc Air Force
ROTC Scholarships include the 2-year program,
for both men and women. If you can qualify, the
Air Force will pay for the remainder of your college
education. Nof only do AFROTC 2-year college
scholarships cover full tuition, but reimbursement
for textbooks, lab and incidental fees, as well as a
lax-free monthly allowance of $100.
To cash in on all this just apply, qualify, and enroll
in ihc Air Force ROTC ai — **">• 184

B

spur new investment by
business.
Ford also has proposed a 5
per cent surtax on corporations and middle-income
individuals, but the proposal
has run into stiff opposition
in Congress.
In another economic
development. Treasury Secretary William E Simon
announced the government
will sell 2 million ounces of

Pu« It All Together
fai Air Force ROTC
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designed to get the goat of
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"After
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00 Iranian Turk

70 Grains

Rook after Joel
Wasted time
Dirt particles
Vilify
Discover
Casanova's
specialties
Maple genus
Given
Chicago vista
Track official
Put out to sea
Pack animal
Playing marble
Lively dance
Koreans, et al.
Singer Dennis

71
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2
3
4
5
0
7
8
0

37 Not a one
38 Forbid
39 Worker with
leather
42 Crag
43 Omelet makers
4.r) Brynner
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40 Nothing
51 Cursed
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59 Rakehell
1)1 Name in tennis
OS! Portuguese
weight
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40 Name
41 Jogs the
memory

08 Galactic region

' 1

SO

M

31 Oslo money
32 Actor Lew
34 Chance to
speak
30 Agree with

55 Moslem title
57 Knergetic one
00 Cigarette
additive
04 Numeral prefix
66 1869 romance
07 Cordon

-

40

'. 1

27 Circus bifrwig
20 Sal, for one

53 Dry

v

,

44 ly 1

48

23 Puzzles
25 Biblical tower
20 Custom

52 Persian allies

I

n

13 Ancient city
15 Proposals
21 Bark

*

■■'

•a

Swung to and
fro
12 House or door

50 Cot. for one

27

i.i

DOWN
Type of test
War
"Good Earth"
heroine
Island near
Java
Against a
thing: Law
Regal emblem
Opposite of
longGreek letters
Furniture
pieces
Ocean mammal

11

48 Light yellow
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"I wish

he'd change the music "

"One customer came all

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

40 Placid

Before you go home for Christmas, take advantage of these fantastic stereo buys from
Sound Associates.

"It is driving me up the

effect

Pontiacs.

is

ACROSS
ANDERSON

someplace else."

counterattack

apparently

get into operation."

the

The

on the lot. he said.

' J

get about 70 per cent of the

gone and now we've saved

FRI.ORSAT.

is

customers.

signed until a reactor can
"WE DON'T know how to

easy places to find oil are

ADMIT ONE FREE

He left and bought his car

must

problem

the

of this. I have a headache.'

attract

creek." said another sales-

MIAMI. Fla (API-Fed
up with the bright lights and
noisy intercom system of
the car dealer next door.
Sigmund Schy is waging a
battle of nerves and
eardrums.
Each morning before
leaving for work. Schy turns

a

thai it takes 10 years from
the

said. 'I can't take any more

communicate with salesmen

1

reactor

Dealer Frank Cnppen laid
he uses the bright lights to
intercom system is used to

mushroom cloud

felt it was easier to move on
another

someone

Bright lights spur
broadcast battling

avpe, tMCWOVSHWCCHerW PICKED
TWAV TD MWt IN? UK£,
UMTS rue BIG HUSH
AUOF ASWPBN?

/

nSKfNTTMt.tlUmEi
imvm MAN COMES
BY TO COUtCT ON MY
PIAU-, PIG?ONLYI A/NT
OCNNA BE Tltiie TO SAY
HOWPY-W

HttZ,HE£!
COURSE
THATSJUST
fETueeN
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Nihho 7070 AM 1 M Stereo Receiver
Altec B8GA Spf.it.•■ i SyMi'ii.
Vppy pMieu'iii J w.ty. I?'
woofei syiiem Impressive
pcrloun.Kicr. iMiktil hy Alters <1i't .*(<•■. ol •ngtOMring
hnnwhow
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179 95**.

t. >»»•'.!.ir'tliMi) Itfldim.ltii >' L.l" !«' mfll lor 4 1 li.i'ini'l t>i
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Thursday. Dei-ember 5 1974

Need 1 male to share 4 man apt
at Campus Manor 352-9302 or
3527365

pKiftfsstunal quality if.nui.nti dig .jst pi.iitr.. damped
cutting, anit-skatirtfl, pilch control, wo.ni base and du»i
. met I M lusrva fail sale record stylus protet t>»

The French Club will be Christmas caroling along with a parly at
Ihe Frtndl House tonight at 7 All welcome Refreshments

I I grad rniml winter qtr
OWN room (85 mo 1 865 8633

RCfl

Camp White of Toronlo. Canada will interview for summer job's 9
a in 5 p in . Croghan & Perry Rooms. Cnion For more info contact
Stud Kmploy

F rmmt own room
Near campus 353-9441

Women s Intercollegiate basketball try outs will be held tonight
from 5-8 30 p m in the North Gym of the Women's Building Open
to all interested women

F roommate needed $69 mo
t'tilities included See Sue 611
\ Main alter 4

The Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet in the Alumni
Houni ot the l'nionat7 30 tonight Chapter meeting

PERSONALS

CAMPUS CALENDAR

175 90

ODDS N ENDS
Description
Nikko 2020 Stereo Receiver
BSR 310X Automatic Turntable
Fisher 4020 Quad Receiver
Sherwood SEL 300 Digital Tuner
Sherwood 7200 Stereo Receiver
JVC 5505 Stereo Receiver
Pioneer 626 Stereo Receiver
Audio Monitor 792 Loud Speakers
KLH 33 Loud Speakers
EPI110 New Demo Speakers
Dynaco A35 Speakers
Shure M44E Cartridge
ShureM91E Cartridge
Koss Pro 4 AA Headphones
Pickering VI5 1150 E Cartridge
Complete Service Dept.
Bring your units in lor
repair over Christmas

1

Reg. Price
$190.00
91.80
299.95
500.00
359.95
179.95
339.95
179.95 ea.
100.00 ea.
119.95 ea.
129.00 ea.
24.95
49.95
65.00
60.00

8pm • 11 p in
$75 mo

Sound Associates for Qu.iht\ Hi-

Sale Price
$145.00
45.95
199.95
345.00
240.00
140.00
260.00
95.00 ea.
70.00 ea.
90.00 ea.
85.00 ea.
9.75
15.00
35.00
16.50

Specials Savings on
System Packages

Many More Specials - Come See Them!

Christian Science Testimony meeting tonight
Chapel All are warmly welcome

Klin s

^^^

Ride needed west 1-80 to Sioux
City, la or Neb border Dec 12
or l.i Call2-4765
Need ride to California - winter
break
will share expenses
Dam 352 9334
Ride needed TO-from Oxford.
Dayton or close Anytime this
weekend Marilyn. 352-4032
HELP WANTED
MAKE $500
On each commission Campus
and local representatives are
needed for nationwide employee
search
For full information
write Sumner Advertising Co..
P.O Box 643 Peoria. Ill 61601
3 waitresses to serve, clean-up
2 hrs Evenings Dec 7 $1 65 hr
Contact Delta Sigma Theta S722761

SERVICES OFFERED

You can hear us everywhere!
(419)354-4322*352 8750
248 South Main Street, Bowling Green, Ohio
Open Monday-Friday 10 A.M. to 9 P.M., Saturday 10 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

brands of TV. tape, radio products Fast service RJ's Appliance and TV. 309 S Main St 353

an
CUSTOM
ENGAGEMENT
RINGS BY PHILIP MORTON
THE WORKING HANDCRAFT
CENTER 515CONNEAUT
Bike Storage 4 ol hers Pickup &
deliver 823-4362 or 354-5196
Need PHOTOGRAPHS' Chrutmas specials, portraits, passports,
applications,
senior
specials
WEISSBROD Studio
123 W Wooster 354-9041

TYPING DONE 352-7X5

Fi at RIDICULOUSLY Low
Prices

• International Coffee Hour sponsored by Spanish Club and World
Student Association today from 2pm to 4 p m in Rm 17 of
Williams Hall Open to all

ELECTRONIC SERVICE - All

ttSDMUocaiies

at 6 15 in Prout

STORK YOUR BICYCLE THIS
WINTER
Guaranteed safety
for
your
bike
with
inside
storage, only S10 BB&R 310 N
Main 352 4649 354 5645

Would you like to see the marijuana laws changed" You can
help by purchasing a T shirt
from the OHIO MARIJl'ANA
COALITION a legal non-profit
organization T-shirts on sale at
METAMORPHOSIS and THE
GOLDEN CUE Thank You _
3rd Floor Porker Reunion Dec
65 00 Call Cindy or Sally

Abortion Information Service
Clinic very close to area 1-24
week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 24 hour service 216-6311557

Don I
miss
J D
Madar
Clothiers fabulous Christmas
College Night tonight 6 to 9 30
p.m Seedetails in today's ad

TYPING DONE 352-9224.

Inkstone
the BG Undergraduate Literary Magazine is
now
accepting
manuscripts
Deadline Feb 14 Accepted at
104 Hanna Hall

Decisions"
Need to
Emotional 4 Material
nancy AKI 352-6236

talk"
Preg-

Closed out ot courses" Check
out todays paper for interesting
alternatives in Philosophy

WANTED

Yogi The last year has been a
picnic Love. Boo Boo.

Female roommate to share apt
354-8533

Tom. Here's to another year as
good as the last. Love. Debbie

p m
66 VW. great condition 352-6424
after 5
Beautiful
Persian
Lambskin
coat Maxi length Sz 13-14 3527265

FOR RENT
3 bdrm home 7 mi South of BG
$200 mo plus electric 352 0717
2 bdrm air cond $190 mo plus
electric 8 blks Irom campus
352-0717
2 bed. I'i bath, furn
apt
$200 mo Call 352-4394 352-8754
or 352-7916
2 bdrm unfurn
Dec 1 352-6166

$185

Avail

Effic
apt . 3 blocks from
campus $105 mo 352-3441 it
372 0020 BobSanborn
2 bdrm unfurn
352-0164

I'niv

Village

2 bdrm
lurn
avail
Winter
quarter University Village 3520164
Sublet
2
bedroom
large
furnished apartment 2 males
available December or immediate
All utilities except
electricity $65 mo. 582-4836
Angel Flight has a
CLAUS St IT to rent
Call 2-5878

SANTA
$5 day

Single Rooms for male students
near campus 352-7365 or 3529302_
Rentals. Houses 4 apartments.
352 9378

62 Falcon 354-1452

Cherry Hill Village has apis
Hates start $200 mo . furn or
unfurn qtrs 4 halt interest
leases avail Ph 352-6248 Office
hours 9-5 Mon thru Fn Sat 1-5
After hours 4 Sun by appt 853
Napoleon Hd Suite 5

Im rmmt Wtr-spr 6th St 3524309

'73 6 cyl Capri Sports Coupe
Like new. very low mileage,
radio, auto, sunroof Call after 4
p m 354-4644

Furn apt 2 bdrm . disposal,
indoor heated pool, sauna 4
whirlpool
I'll
352-9378
$200 mo

Female
roommate,
ter spring
Cheap close
8746.

18 x 35 Mobile w 8 x 12 lipout
$j800_ 823-7865

SUBLEASE 2 bdrm apt furn
$280 mo Call before 3pm 3527189

I male rmmt $65 mo. share
room. 5 blks from campus, call
3524593
One male roommate, winter
and spring University Village
Call 352-8158

win352-

FOR SALE
3 speed Sears girls bike, best
offer Call Gail 352-7818

F. rmmt.. big house. $80 mo
Call Margv or Voni. 353-3535

AKAI GX-370D Stereo
deck Call 373-5758.

1 bdrm unfurn apt
Pets 352-4315 Steph

Stereo - Concord CR-250. amp
miracord. trntb. Optimus I. 3
wv spkrs Albs 4 Dscwhr. Incl
8525 Call 352-0834

$145. mo

Need I lemale to share 4 girl
apt at Campus Manor 352-930;
or 352-7386

tape

Royal manual port typewriter
Excel cond 352-6085 after 5 30

Sublease Furnished efficiency
apartment
very
close
to
campus.
For
one
or
two
persons. Available Dec 15 Call
354-2011. evenings.
Sublease: Will sublease room in
bouse Adj. bath, own phone,
cheap Call 352-7278
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Falcons have a scare;
edge CSU in overtime
By Dick Reel
Assistim Sports Editor
CLEVELAND- Bowling Green's basketball squad, ahead
by six points with less than 20 seconds remaining in the
game, blew its lead and was forced into overtime before
defeating Cleveland State University iCSU) last night. 93-90.
A crowd of 1.602 watched the contest at Cleveland Public
Hall as the Falcons, now 2-0. made six straight foul shots in
the late stages of the contest to take an 82-76 lead with 16
seconds left to play
The Vikings came back with two baskets by Ted
Hathaway to close the gap to two points with nine seconds
remaining
Jeff Montgomery then missed the first foul shot of a oneand one situation and CSl's Gale Drummer put in a layup
with three seconds left to force the game into overtime
IN THE extra period. t'SI' took an 88-86 lead before Skip
Howard scored five straight points to give BG a 91-88 edge
Hathaway then scored for the Vikes to close the gap to one

With five seconds left. Montgomery hit two free throws to
asure the Falcons of the triumph
"We won and we're lucky We should realize that.'' BG
head coach Pat Haley said "They ICSU i have ■ really good
basketball team.''
Ttie Vikings led at halftime. 43-41 The first half MM both
teams take turns looking as though they were going to run
away with the game
The Falcons took their biggest first halt lead with ;< 40 left
before intermission 139-311.
However, the Vikings went on a rampage, scoiing 12
unanswered points to take a 43-39 advantage
THE FALCONS got balanced scoring as all five starters
hit for double figures Steve Cooper, who Kored only one
point in the opener against Batten) Michigan, led the way
with 18 markers
Howard and Montgomery hooped 17 points apiece, while
Andre Richardson had 16 and Cornelius l ash totali-d 12
Cash had 18 rebounds in the contest with Richardson and
Howard grabbing 12 and 10 respectively

Zumbaugh gains NCAA honor
Falcon junior Tim Zumbaugh gained ail-American
honors last week when he
placed 14th of 250 runners in
the NCAA national crosscountry championships
"Zoom." as he is called by
his teammates, toured the
six-mile course at Indiana
University in Bloomington.
Ind . in30 207
He finished about one
minute behind the victor.
Western Kentucky's Nick
Rose, who turned in a 29 22
clocking The top 25 runners
are classified as "all-Americans "
"TIM PROBABLY ran the
best race of his life.' said
BG
harrier
coach
Mel
Brodt
I think he ran as
well as he possibly could."
Brodt said that he and
Zumbaugh agreed on a
different type of running
strategy before the race
"Usually, Tim goes into a
race knowing he has a
chance to win." Brodt said,
"then he starts out with the
leaders and tries to keep
that pace

"However, we knew Tim
wasn't good enough to win
the NCAA, so instead of
trying to stay with the
leaders and then fading out.
he started slower and sped
up as the race progressed."
Brodt explained
THE STRATEGY worked
well according to Brodt. He
said Zumbaugh was 24th
after three miles, the halfway point, and moVed into
17th after five miles
"Tim ran an exceptional
race." Brodt said, pointing
out that Zumbaugh was the
top Mid-American Conference (MACI finisher in the
race He beat three-time
MAC champion Gordon
Minty. who stayed with
Zumbaugh most of the way
but slipped to 17th near the
end
A major disappointment in
the race was the performance of Eastern Michigan
The Hurons.
in three
straight weeks, copped team
titles in the MAC. Central
Collegiate meet, and the
NCAA District Four quali-

Basketball ticket info
A student ID ticket exchange is now in progress at
the Memorial Hall ticket office for Saturday's home
basketball game against St Joseph's Other tickets
are $2 50 for reserved seats. (2 for adults and $1 for
students
*
dates will open at 5 p.m., with the junior varsity
game beginning at 5 30 pm Tip-off time for the
varsity contest is 7 30 p m
Ticket information for future home games:
EASTERN MICHIGAN. Tuesday. Dec
10--A
student II' ticket exchange is not in effect for this
game Students must show basketball IDs at the gate
Reserved seat, adult and student tickets are on sale at
the Memorial Hall ticket office
Gates will open at 5 p.m . with the junior varsity
game beginning at 5 30 p.m Tip-off time for the
varsity game is 7 30 p.m.
TOLEDO. Saturday. Jan 4--A student ID ticket
exchange will begin Monday morning. Dec. 9.
Reserved seat tickets are now on sale at the Memorial
Hall ticket office
Adult and student general
admission tickets will go on sale Dec. 9.
Gates will open at 6 p.m„ with the junior varsity
game beginning at 6 15 p.m. Tip-off time for the
varsity game is 8 30 p. m.
The Memorial Hall ticket office is open weekdays
from 9 a in until noon, and from 1-5 p.m.
Basketball ID cards are sold out

UNIV. MARCHING
BAND RECORDS

lying meet They collapsed
in the nationals, placing
sixth in the team race Only
one EMI' runner. Minty.
placed in the top 20
Perennial power Oregon
won the team Championship,
topping
Western
Kentucky. 78-110 Kent was
the only other MAC school to
enter a team, finishing 23rd
of 28 teams

Brodt called the weather
"ideal " It was slightly
chilly and not loo w ind\
•TIM REALLY rose to
the occasion." Brodl said
"Several weeks ago, he ran
a five-mite race on the same
course in 29 52 He s gol an
excellent chance lo do well
again next year

Andre

n

n

r*

— ■■

H\ Dan (,nrfield
Assistant Sports Editor

GRIDBITS:
The Mid-American Con
ference (MACi all-league
team was announced last
week, and it looked like a
Miami versus Kent play-off
Nine Redskins and seven
Kent State players were
tabbed for the league s top
25 first-team spots
The Falcons landed just
one player among the loop's
■ elite 25. Sophomore tailback
Dave Preston, who topped
the MAC in rushing this
season with 1.414 yards and
19 touchdowns, was selected
to the first team He was the
only sophomore in the first
division
ON THE ALL-LEAGUE
second team, the Falcons
dominated the selections On
offense, junior center Steve
Studer. senior guard Dave
Kulik and junior tackle Gene
Jones were the picks of MAC
mentors.
The defensive selections
included sophomore middle
guard Dave Brown, end Bill
Whidden. senior linebacker
Jim Reynolds and junior
defensive
back
Art
Thompson
The honorable mention
listing was also loaded with
Falcon players Seven BG

Pisanellos
is no longer
accepting
personal
checks.

>■
... . „ _ I • _.» I
grulders
were selected loin
on offense and three on
defense
Senioi
tackle
Nick
Obravac,
wide
receiver
John Boles co-captaln Hal
Thomas along with luiihaek
Vie llakiiiioll weie the offensive leeipiellls

On the defensive ledger
senior
Gary
McBride
tdefensive
tackle),
co-

■*_

1

ft

.at

•••

WITH 113 yards in 41
rallies agathal SMI Diego
Stale in the last BG game.
Dave Preston moved into
the No 2 spot on the NCAA
all lime sophomore rushing
list with a total ol 1,414

>

tni

n r

•■

...

yards The Defiance native
and all MAC selectee just
missed Ohio Stale tailback
Archie Griffin s l»7:i mark
of 1.428 yards
The 41 carries by I'reslon
surpassed the BG record ol
:t8 set by Preston and formal
BG
.ill \mi i ii .in
Paul

Miles Oilier records this
year set by the blond
bomber
included
MAC
record of 19 touchdowns by
rushing. HG records lor
points scored Ill4> and
touchdowns accounted lor in
one season. 20

Thron Falcon
ti' ih'.i" players
i.l qiinrc have
hum
Three
been selected to play in the
Ohio Shrine Bowl, slated for
Saturday
in
Columbus.
Senior tackle Nick Obravac
and co-captains Hal Thomas
and
Joe
Russell
were
selected to play in the
annual Fast-West Buckeye
State contest

•••••••••••••••••••••••••a*
j.

Even Santa Comes To The
DELTA UPSILON OPEN HOUSE

NEW AFTERNOON PRICES
plus a

FULL SERVICE BACK BAR

fo^W

.
115C0URTST
•••••••••••••••••••••
Coma see the Nation's only non secret traternity.
All interested men invited.

Dec. 5, 7 to 9
COLD
BEER

ft:-'.fS

50'

50'

50c Off
On any 12" -16" 18" Pizza

Mr. Ed's Pizza

5*8

— 1 coupon per pizza —

Beer & Liquor

31' •«

Mr. Ed's Pizza

Open 4 p.m.

BOOZE

CHARLES BLANCHE SEXTET

SORRY NO DELIVERY 352-1411

A'50'

HOWARD
CLUB
Thursday

Good Wed. Sat., Dec. 4-14

Friday & Saturday

FRONT PORCH
(BLUEGRASS MUSIC)

532 E. Woosler

ususu

Contact Univ. Bands

Sunset Designs Jiffy Stitchery

109 Music Bldg.

!

65 designs available

372-2991
hurry, orders close Friday

4x5 frames - $249
with stitchery purchase "

rrauHBa

II

captaln Joa Russell dine
backeri and defensive back
Dave Turner were selected
as honorable mentions

featuring 14 half-time shows

ALL PERFORMANCES!

tallied 16 points and took down 12 rebounds as the BG cagers upped their
season record to 7-0, (Newsphoto by Bob Harmeyer)

Miami, Kent dominate loop teams I

THE IDEAL GIFT

am ii T<: $1.00
ti nn _ CHILD
rwii n "?n»
ADULTS
50c

overtime win at Cleveland Slate lent night. The In later, Michigan hoopster

^3*MLMMMB

only ^r

X

Junior forward Andre Richardson was a k«y factor in the Falcon*' 93-90

llau (.ariiHri

— now on sale —

$1

at

$1

EVE. AT 7:15-9:20

Where ujereyouin'62? jt»$

$1 98
1

5x7 frames - $2"

1

NOW PLAYING

Attention Students!
LAST CHANCE TO PURCHASE
19 74- 75 HOCKEY ID CA RDS

$039
with stitchery purchase
£
Where today's hobbies are tomorrow's heirlooms —

Cor. of
N. Main

&
Court

tjie

jfrencj) Snot
Christmas hours:
rton.-FrUOa.rn.-%00p.rn.
Sat lfcOO ajn.-5:30 pjn.

Crafts
&

Gifts

A TOTAL OF 100 HOCKEY ID CARDS ARE STILL AVAILABLE, PRICED AT
$7.00 EACH (Students must show fall quarter validation card).
The Memorial Hall Ticket Office is open weekdays from
9 a.m.-noon, and 1 p.m.-5 p.m. Act now!

BG grapplers face uncertain season
By Jerry Masek
AistsUit Spent Editor
A grappler named "if"
will play an important role
in
Bowling Green's
wrestling fortunes this
winter.
"If" the veterans perform
at well a* they did last year.

"if" the freshmen can fill
toe holes left by graduation,
"if" coach Bruce Beilard
can find a consistent
individual winner and "if"
the matmen can stay
healthy, then the squad
should have a winning
season.

IAA notes
Phi Delta Theta fraternity and Rodgers teams two and
three are leading the fraternity and resident hall all-sports
trophy competition at the end of the fall quarter. The Phi
Delts. with three team championships in tennis, soccer and
hockey lead the fraternity division with 54 points Sigma Chi
is second with 49 5 followed by Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Kappa Sigma respectively
Rodgers two and three took the resident hall title in
soccer and three league championships in football to total 60
points. Kohl Hall is second in the dorm standings with 44 5
points

•••

Sam DiSalvo of Theta Chi won the all-campus paddleball
tournament by defeating Larry Good in the final match. 2113 and 21-7

•••

In individual team championships. Phi Delta Theta
captured the fraternity tennis title as they defeated Sigma
Alpha Epsilon. 10-5. in the finals held on the indoor Ice
Arena court.

•••

THE HOOSIERS snapped Sigma (hi s undefeated string
in football as they notched a 12-7 victory in the all-campus
grid final The Hoosiers had defeated the resident hall
champions. Freddie's Wing of Rodgers. 25-7, to take the
independent crown while the Sigma Chi's stopped Sigma
Alpha Epsilon "B" team. 33-27. to snare the fraternity title

•••

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity won the 1974 fraternity
wrestling title totaling 23 points The Sigma Phi Epsilon
team finished second with 19 followed by Kappa Sigma with
17

THAT WAS the word from
Beilard as the matmen
prepare for Saturday's
opener at Anderson Arena.
State University of New
York 'SI NY i at Buffalo,
and
Western Ontario
provide the opposition in the
12 30 p.m. meet.
"If the freshmen come
through, and if we get a good
performance from the
veterans, we'll be okay,"
Beilard said.
Beilard. now in his 22nd
year as BG mat coach, has
seven lettermen returning
from a squad that compiled
a 12-7 dual meet mark last
season The Falcons placed
fifth last year in the MidAmerican
Conference
(MAC) meet, and two of the
five grapplers who qualified
for the NCAA meet are
back
The NCAA duo of Bill
Frazier and junior Joe
Kosch will team up with
seniors Mike Metting and
Dave Nieset to form the
nucleus of the squad
FRAZIER, a 126-lb. sophomore turned in a fine freshman mark of 9-7-1 last year
taking third in the MAC
Kosch also placed third in
the MAC and compiled a 7-3
record in three different
weight classes He is trying
to make weight for 134 lbs
this season
Veterans Metting and
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Heisman
winner

Nieset add needed experience to the squad. Both
matmen lettered as
freshmen, and both were
among the leading BG
scorers last winter.
Metting. at 167 lbs.
returns from a 12-2 mark,
and Beilard looks to him to
be one of the Falcons' consistent winners this year.
Metting had the misfortune
of running into national
champion Doug Wyn of
Western Michigan in the
early rounds of the MAC
meet last season. He failed
to advance in the league
because of this.
Nieset tallied 57 points
last winter to lead the
squad. The strong 177 lb
letterman tallied five pins,
tops on the squad, enroute to
an 11-7 season.
BG'S OTHER returning
lettermen include 118-pound
senior Kevin Dick, who was
7-7-1 last season, and Gale
Williams and Pat Welfle.
Williams, trying to fill the
shoes of BG graduates
Dennis O'Neil and Steve
Taylor, saw limited action
last year Welfle was 6-4
with three points at the two
heaviest weights last year.
"Kosch and Metting will
be our most consistent
winners this year," Beilard
predicted. "They are going
to be strong at any weight
class, and 1 really don't see
them being beaten by an
underclassman.
"Most of the other weight
classes are fairly open, with
the freshmen fighting the
veterans for starting jobs."
he added.
Beilard was optimistic
about his freshmen crop,
which comprises about half
of his 60man squad
"We have 32 freshmen.

Ohio State tailback Archie Griffin (45) drags an Indiana University defender
along as he gains yardage during earlier season action. The Heisman Trophy
winner led the Buckeyos to a 10-1 season record while becoming the record
career rusher in the Big Ton as a junior (AP wirophoto)

and they're all capable kids
with lots of ability," he said.
"Although we have no high
school state champs and
high state finishers, we have
several fine boys, and it's a
good basis for next year's
team.
"They seemed to be
encouraged by a lack of
veterans." he continued. "If
any of our lettermen can't
cut It, the freshmen will be
there to push them out.
"PRACTICE IS more fun

/ VVin S

now." Beilard added "With
most of the seniors gone, we
have a different atmosphere. It's more related, and
more kids know they have a
shot at starting."
Beilard said four strong
freshmen in the two lower
weights were doing well in
practice.
Mike Metcalf of Toledo
Rogers and Jerry Thomas of
Valley Forge, both qualified
for the state high school
meet last year. Beilard also
said Clayton Poupard of

Michigan
and Jack
Pequignot of Greenville
were pushing Dick and
Frazier at US and 128 lbs
"Poupard was undefeated
in duals last year." he said.
"If Dick or Frazier don't
make weight, toe frosh will
be ready."
Beilard said
Falcon
football players Dave Brown
and Steve Studer will be
wrestling in the upper
weights this year, but may
not see action until next
quarter because they

A pah of identical twins, Tien and Terry WMttaker, work out
in preparation for the Falcon mat opener Saturday at
Anderson Arena. Terry, on top, is a 142-pounder, and brother
Tim wrestles at 134 pounds. Both may see action because as
starting lineups have not been set. (Newsphoto by Steve
Ancik).

started practice
because of football

THE GRIDDERS and
freshmen will help Beilard
fill the holes-and there are
some gaping boles.
The matmen lost eight
grapplers. seven via graduation and one by transfer
The biggest boles were left
by Dave Wolfe. O'Neil and
Taylor. They rank one-twothree on the all-time BG win
list.
"Sure, graduation hurt."
Beilard said. "You can't
lose those three guys and not
miss them. But I think with
our freshman, we have more
depth now."
BG also lost the services
of junior Tom Hall, who
transferred to Cleveland
State University after
turning in a 7-5 record and
taking fourth in the MAC
last year.
Beilard tabbed perennial
power Ohio University,
along with Central Michigan
and Northern Illinois, as the
top MAC teams this winter
He admitted that the
Falcons probably would not
be in the MAC race.
"I PREDICT we'll have a
good season, but we won't be
a MAC contender." he said
"We're a young team, and
what we lack in experience.
we make up in enthusiasm.''
BG has compiled 20
straight non-losing seasons,
and Beilard said the pattern
should continue this season
The schedule is identical to
last year's, except with the
addition of Ohio Stale

Griffin prefers national crown
NEW YORK (AP)-Archie
Griffin. Ohio Stale's recordsmashing running back, won
the coveted Heisman Trophy
as college football's No. 1
player last Tuesday, but said
be would rather have a
national championship to
share with his teammates.
"This trophy is not for me,
it's for the team." said the
soft-spoken junior tailback,
who
seemed
almost
bewildered by the cluster of
newsmen and the glare of
television lights.
"I'D LOVE to win the
national championship." he
said, "and if trading this
award for a win over
Michigan State would mean
being No. l-yes. I'd trade it.
I'd rather have a national
championship, tell you the
truth."
Ohio State was No 1 in
The
Associated
Press
rankings most of the season,
but fell from the top by
losing to Michigan State, 161S. on Nov. 9. The Buckeyes
are currently ranked third
with one game to go-against
Southern California in the
Rose Bowl on Jan. 1.
Griffin was only the fifth
non-senior to capture the
Heisman. winning in a landslide over Southern California senior
tailback
Anthony Davis. The two will
meet in the Rose Bowl for
the third year in a row.
The 5-foot-t, 185-pound
Griffin received 483 firstplace votes-each worth

three points-and 1,920 of a
possible 2,547 points from a
nationwide panel of 649
electors. He was named
second on 196 ballots and
third on 75 others. The votes
were tabulated on a 3-2-1
point basis
Davis received 120 firstplace votes, 148 seconds and
163 thirds for 819 points
Joe Washington, a junior
halfback from Oklahoma,
finished third with 87 firstplace votes and 661 points
Then came Notre Dame
quarterback Tom Clements
and Nebraska quarterback
Dave Humm
"I really thought Davis
might get it after last
Saturday. "Griffin said
Davis scored four times
against Notre Dame on
national television last
Saturday, but most of the
ballots were in well before
that. The official deadline
was 9 a.m., EST. Tuesday,
but a spokesman for the
Downtown Athletic Club,
which sponsors the award,
said it was obvious some
lime ago that Griffin was
the winner

right here." Griffin said
"I'm just so happy I'm at a
loss for words. When I was
young, I dreamed about
playing college football, but
I never dreamed I'd win the
Heisman Trophy "
With the Rose Bowl game
and a full senior season to
go. Griffin has 4.064 yards
rushing, an Ohio State and
Big Ten record. More spectacular is his continuing
NCAA record of having
rushed for more than 100
yards in 22 consecutive
games
This year, he led the
Buckeyes to a 10-1 regularseason record and totaled
1.620 yards, the most among
the nation's major colleges
Quite an accomplishment
for the once-chubby youngster who was called "Tank"
and played offensive guard
as a 10-year-old in the
Columbus little leagues.

Griffin has six footballplaying brothers James Jr.,
the eldest son. played at
Muskingum College and Is
an insurance actuary. Larry
played at Louisville and
works at a state school for
boys and Daryl is a senior
halfback at Kent State
THEN COMES Archie
His backup at tailback for
Ohio State is freshman Ray
Griffin, the No 5 son After
him is Duncan, an all-state
end-defensive back at Eastmoor High in Columbus
Seventh-grader Keith. 11
may be the best Griffin of
all. There also is 9-year-old
sister Crystal.
The other juniors to win
the Heisman were Doc Blanchard of Army In 1945. Doak
Walker of Southern Methodist in 1948. Vic Janowicz of
Ohio State in 1950 and Roger
Staubach of Navy in 1963
None was able to repeat as a
senior.

"I NEVER dreamed
about being in this situation

Track
A meeting will be held at 4
p.m. Monday, in 135 Stadium
(East Side) for anyone
Interested in trying out for
the varsity track team.

Mark Glover

Falcon goalies show poise
By Mark Glover
||M*J Editor
The Bowling Green icers have won seven games in a row.
they defeated one of the best teams in the nation i Boston
University l last Saturday and the Falcons are ranked 9th in
the nation All of this leads up to the obvious question-why1
For starters, a talented crop of veterans are doing the
same consistent job they have done in the past.
Seasoned skaters like Steve Ball. Doug Ross and Bob
Dobek are scoring this season with great regularity The
three Falcons make-up the most solid offensive line in the
BG scoring attack
ALTHOUGH FOUR defensemen are recovering from
Injuries, veteran Roger Archer has anchored a surprisingly
strong group of young defenders. Freshmen Wayne Sander
and Tom Thomas and sophomore Duffy Smith have
responded to the pressure magnificently Even Greg Hatch,
normally an offensive winger, has chipped in on defense
The ability of the defense to play under pressure has made
a big difference.
The freshmen centers and wingers have matured
Instantly. Normally, it would take weeks for a freshman to

become acquainted with the college game The "rookies"
are still learning, but they were first class pupils to begin
with
Freshmen centers Steve Murphy. Dave Easton and Mike
Hartman have been able to step in and take command
almost immediately Easton was named to the North
Country Tournament first team after the 3-2 victory over
Boston last Saturday. Not bad for a rookie
LETTERMEN JACK Laine. Bruce Woodhouse. Rich
Nagai and Tom Esper have not lost a step. They are turning
in steady, solid performances.
It is a team effort undoubtedly. However, one factor has
been very key in BG's success thus far. To quote an oftenused hockey adage, "goaltending is the name of the game."
Before the first game of the season was played, bead
coach Ron Mason said goaltending would make or break the
team, especially in the close games. The Falcon mentor
said that a goalie can keep the team in a game even when
the offense is not executing well.
So far, sophomore netminders Al Sarachman and Mike
laut have done a tremendous job They have kept the
Falcons in the close games Last weekend's games in the
North Country Tournament in Canton. NY were prime

late

examples of fine goaltending.
LAST FRIDAY night. St. Lawrence bad BG down. 4-1, but
Llut stayed tough. He rejected shots consistently in the third
period and played under pressure through two overtimes.
The effort paid off as the Falcons scored, a 6-5 triumph
The following evening in the finals against Boston.
Sarachman took up where Liut left off as be held the
explosive Terriers to just two goals in three pressurepacked periods. Consequently, the Falcons walked off with
the tournament crown.
One year of varsity competition has done Uut and
Sarachman a world of good. They are both poised
performers while retaining that trace of nervousness that
gives one a fine, quick edge.
The support of the defense has also helped the two young
netminders. There has been vast improvement from last
year in this department Although there to not an official
count, defenteman Archer may have as many blocked shots
as Liut and Sarachman.
The nationally-ranked "Ice House Gang" will be severely
tested this weekend when it plays a two-game series with
the nation's 4th ranked team. Michigan State, in East
Lansing. Mich.

Bob Dobek step* bite a shot during hockey
earlier thr. year at the ko A..no The Folton
leads a pol.nl BO scoring ■Hack skating .
"in* with Doug Roes am

